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ABSTRACT

Third and fourth grade pupils were tested to investi-

gate the effects of differing self-instructional statements

on task persistence in young children. The relationship

of these statements to expectancy for success' appraisal

of task, affect, and internal orientation was also

examined.

The statements in the study included¡ (a) Competelcy

statements, (b) Affect statements, and (c) Task Information

statements. Subjects were assigned to one of five conditions.

Those in conditions one to three were asked to repeat a

Competency, Affectr or Task Information statement,

respeetively, while working on a task. Those in condition

four were asked to select a Competency, Affect, or Task

statement to repeat. Those in condition five (control

condition) repeated a neutral phrase.

contrary to prediction the competency group was not

significantly superior to the Affect or Control gfoups in

task persistence, but was superior to the Task and' Self-

Seleet groups. AIso, contrary to predictionr there was no

significant relationship between the effects of differing

self-statements and expectancy for success, appraisal of

task and. affect. As predicted, there was some support for

the idea that training emphasizing personal competency

would be the best "¡i¡" for internally oriented ehildren

even though choice of statement in the Self-Select group

iv
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INTRODUCT ION

Recent research on behaviour change has examined the

relationship between langUage and behaviour. The basic

assumption of this research is that behaviour-environmental

relationships are influenced by inferred mediational events

such as language, cognitionsr' or thoughtd. Based on the

above assumption, an interactive or reciprocal determinism

model of man interacting with his environment has been

proposed. by several authors ineluding Band'ura (L969, I9??) ,

Mahoney (Lg?t+), and. Mischel (L9?)b). These models have

focused attention on cognitive variables in behavlour ehange

teehniques.

Several writers including Ellis (t962), Beck (L96?),

Rotter (tg66), and Kelly og55) have theorized regarding

the importance cognitive factors in human behavio-rlr' but

li-ttle systematic research had been done to investigate

them. In the context of different experimental and

therapeutic situations some cognitive mechanisms have

been examinedo

For exampler 'self-instructional statements" have been

investigated as one of several key factors in affecting

behaviour change (Meichenbaum, Lg??). self-instructional

statements generally refer to thoughts or verbalizations

that indlviduals make about themselves while engaglng in

a certain behaviour.

The effectiveness of teaching people to "self-i-nstruct"

has been examined in studies of clinical and non-clinical

.;..: .:.t !
'--::,'rrl
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populations (Meiehenbaum, L9??, L9?5), For example,

Patterson and Mischel (L9?6) examined the content of

varlous "plans'o in a resistance-to-temptation situation

with young children. Masters and Santrock (Lg?6) exarnined

statements of differing content and affective tone in an

experiment on task persistence ln chil{ren. Their results

suggested that cognitive stimuti generate affectlve

responses which in turn affeet behaviour' However, it is

not certain whether subtle differences in content or

differenees in affective tone of statements produce 
,

differential effects on behaviour. It is also not certaln

what mechanlsms are operative in the self-instructional
process. The present study examined different types of

self-instructional statements and their relationship to

task persistencet expectancy for success¡ attrlbutlon for

success¡ subjectfs appraisal of the task¡ and subj""i'"

affect.



LITERATURE REVIEW

C ognit ive-Behaviour Modif icat ion

The growing acceptance of eognitive-behavj'our

modiflcation as an area of research has stimulated much

work on the role of cognitions in behaviour change

Theorists, researchers, and elinicians have argued

persuasively for a behaviour change model which incorporates

inferred medlational events and which assumes that mants

behavlour is interactive with his environment (Bandura, L969t

Mahoney , Lg?t+¡ Ellis ' L962), Mahoney (]-9?4) has dlscussed

expLicit inadequacies of the non-mediational model and has

explained several lines of research whieh contradict a

non-mediational model of behaviour, Bandura Í97?) asserts

that people do not react to situational inducements¡ they

transform and regul-ate them' Mischel (L9?3lo) postulãted

that self-regulatory systems include¡

rules that specify goals or performance
standards, c-onseqüeñces of aóhieYing or. falling
to ãcfrievé these criterial self-lnstructions
ana-õóãnitive stimul_us transformation to
acniãvã self-control necessary fgr-goal
attaínment and organizing rules (plans) Ïor
seqüãncing and teñmination of compl-ex
beü;ï;;r"pàttertts in absence of externar

""ppå"i"-"ñã, 
indeed, ill the face of external

hlñãrances. (P.2?5')

Models of self-control or self-regulation have been

dlscussed by several authors (Kanfer, Lg?Ol Goldfried

and Merbaum' Lg?3), These models have expanded upon

operant models of behaviour to includ'e transfer of control-

to the indlvj.dual-, Kanfer (Lg?or, fer exampLe' proposed a

l.':,1
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multi-stage model of self-regulation which ineludes three

primary components a self-monitoring, self-evaluation, and

self-reinforcement" Many studies have dealt with individual

components of Kanfer¡s (L9?O) model, but few have put the

multi-stage package to the empirical test.

Spates and. Kanfer (]g??) attempted to test Kanferrs

multi-stage model using an arithmetic task with school

children" They eoncluded that criterion-setting was a

critical component for the model of self-regulation¡

although, some of the components in their study seemed to

be poorly operationalized and overlapping in nature.

Jones, Nelsonr and Kazd.in (Lg7? ) provided an excellent

review of the status of sel.f-reinforcement, Studies on

seLf-monitoring have provided inconsistent data¡ howevero

it is becoming clear that various parameters (i,e. n l.h"

speciflcity of monitoring techniques ¡ whether one monitors

prior to or after an event) might mediate the effects of

self-monitoring (Martatt and Kaplan, irg?Z¡ Bandura, L9??¡

GreinerandKaro1y'Lg?6),InSÌltItlonestrateg¡rin
deveLoplng and testlng behaviour change techniques whieh

are aimed at fostering self-direction has been to transfer

evaluative and reinforcement functions from change agents

to the indivldual (Anderson, Fodor, and Alpert , L9?6),

Thls would seem to be an appropriate strategy in view

of research on operant techniques which has struggled to

resolve the issue of generalizatlon of behavlour change

aeross time and sltuations. Às an example of the

lt'
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generalizatic¡n problem, token economy progfams [n the

classroom or in the hospital setting have often proved

successful while in operation only to find that behaviour

change reverts to baseline when the tokens are withdrawn.

To enhance generalizatLonr token and contingency management

approaches to self-control have included euelng, fadlng of

tokens, and other techniques. Glynn and Thomas (L974)

effectively used a cueing procedure to maintain appropríate

classroom behaviour. Turkewitzn 0tleary, and lronsmith

(L9?5) initiated a token program in the classroom under

experimenter supervision whÍch required ehildren to "match"

experimenter tokens" That is, children were first rewarded

for self-awarding tokens which matched the number given by

the experimenterl then the matching program and tokens were

faded.. This study resulted in general-ization across-.tlme

but not across situations. In general, there are many

promislng uses of token progfams, but maintaining progfam

changes or progfamming self-control tends to be an unresolved

problem. This ls frequently true of other standard

behaviour change techniques.

0ther attempts to foster self-direction and naintaín

behaviour change have focused on internal verbal eommands

and ,'cognitionS. r' These attempts have sonetimes approached

cognitive therapies as therapies per se and sometlmes

approaehed them as integral- parts of other techniques' For

example, Meichenbaum and Cameron (tgZþ) contrasted standard

anxiety-rellef counterconditlonlng procedures with a

i.'::.i : l
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procedure including a self-instructional component, and

found that the latter yielded significantly more change in

behavi-our. Mahoney (L977) reviewed a series of studies on

systematic desensltization and counterconditioning which

provided evidence that cognitive factors played a central

role in these proeesses. Meiehenbaum (L977) al-so reviewed

research in these areas, and in the areas of assertlveness

training, obesity research, stress inoculation to anger

and pain toleranee, suggesting that self-statements may

mediate behaviour change. Goldfried', Decenteceo, and

Weinberg (L9?4) deveÌoped a coplng skills approach label-led

"systematic rational restructuring", which incorporated

rational-emotive therapy (nttis, 1962) within a behavioural

framework, and which emphasized the use of relaxation aS a

generalized coplng skilI. Goldfried and his co-lvorkerst

like Ellis, argued tttat the way an individual eval-uates a

situation deternines his or her subsequent emotional

reaetion and performance. Thus, modifying a cognitive

'set' ean produce a more effectlve repetoire for deallng

with anxiety. 0ther researchers have also provided empírical

evidence for therapeutie techniques whlch emphasize trainlng

in generalized coping skilIs involving cognitlve components

(Suinn and Richardson, Lg?L). Meichenbaum (1977) noted

some conmon treatnent elements which seem to underlie these

programs. These included teaching the client to monltor

and modlfy self-statements, training the elient in problem-

solvlng techniques, using varlous behaviour therapy

r: :l
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procedures such as relaxation, and prescribing in vivo

behavioural assignments.

It appears that clients engaged in behaviour change

activities often learn a eomplex set of cognitive and

behavioural skills. fo ignore the role of cognitions or

self-statements in any model of behaviour change appears

unwise. As suggested by Patterson and Mischel (tgZ6),

models similar to those set forth by Kanfer (Lg?O) need to

include additional faetors such as self-instntctional

statements, particularly if the model ls aimed at predictlng

self-regulatorY behaviour'

The area of cognitive-behaviour modification is

finding a strong foothold within psychology. Research ln

the area has included work on generaLized coping skllls,

cognitive restrueturing, the role of cognitions or s-elf-

Instructional statements, and more generally, models of

self-regulation. The remaining portion of this paper will

deal specifically with research on verbal control of

behaviour ancl the role of cognitions or self-instructional

statements.

Thepioneeringworkontheestablishmentofverbal

contror of behaviour was that done by Bem J96?) and Lovaas

(fq6f, 1964). Bem (tg6Z) established verbal self-control

of motor behaviour in three-year-olds by means of a

condïtioning procedure, noting that otherwlse such control

does not appear until about the 4th or 5th year. Lovaas
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(1961) observed increased aggressive play behaviour in

young children immediately after they had undergone verbal

conditioning sessions in which aggressive verbal responses

were reinforced. In a later study, Lovaas (tg6+) examined

some of the parameters of verbal operants (rate and content)

which effected nonverbal operant responding. He suggested

that prior training with verbal operants was an inportant

varlable in establishing control over other behaviour. He

also suggested that for older children the meaning of words

(i.e., ,,slow', vs. "fast") had a significant effeCt on rate

of responding. In a study by Sherman (196¿+) lt was observed

that when children's verbal statements about one particular

toy were reinforced, their statenents about the toy became

longer, and the amount of time they played with the toy

increased" It should be noted that there were no Eignlfieant

long-term effects in this study and also partieular subjects

were primary eontributors to the results again suggesting

that prior training with verbal operants nay be significant.

Luria (rg6r) proposed three stages tfhereby voLuntary

motor behavlours eome under verbal- control. In the first

6tage, the childts behaviour is directed by others, usually

adults. In the seeond. stage, the childts own overt speech

begins to regulate his behavlour and final-ly in the thírd

stage, the ehiLdrs covert or 'inner speech' assumes the role

of SeLf-regulation. Luriass model is perhaps not accurate

since 2t-3 year-oId children have been observed engaging

in self-guiding speech (Meichenbaum, L9?5)' In fact t

t;.':::::.:
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Meichenbaum (L9?5) suggested that progress from overt to

covert speech is not necessarily related to a chlld's

ehronologi.cal à8êt but may be related to proficiency at a

particular task.

the development of self-guiding speeeh has been

studied in several situations. In an electromyographical

stud,y of pre-sehoolers, Garrity's (L9?5) maior finding was

that preschoolers can and do subvoealize while working on

a task, Murray (69?5) developed a spontaneous speech

classlflcation system and deternined that it predlcted

performanee on a naze task among low I.Q. children, but not

bright children. It was suggested that for bright children,

Speegh had already becOme Covert Or gone "under-gr6und. "

Meichenbaum Ã9?5) observed that impulsive and refleetlve

children dlffered in the quality, not quantity of th9.1r

verbal-izations. Reflectlve children used more mature,

instrumental speech and their speech Yras more responsive to

situational demands. These findings have been documented'

by others (camp, Lg?s\. Martin (L9?5) examined spontaneous

speech in a resistanee-to-temptation paradign with kinder-

garten stud.ents and determined that "voealizersr had longer

delay times than "non-vocallzers. " In this study there wetre

no dtfferences in delay as a function of task-relevant and

imelevant speech on the temptation-task'

The early research on verbal control of motor behavÍour

and observations of se)-f-guiding speech in young children

appears to have generated interest in examining more



specifically differing verbalj.zations in different

experimental situations' It has also led to research on

treatment packages designed to affect behaviour change by

alterlng self-staternents or internal verbal eommands.

S e lf - I4s t rue t i-cpal-Stat ement s

SeLf-instructional statenents generally refer to

thoughts or verbalizations that individual-s make about

themselves or their behaviour while engaging in a certain

behaviour. Many lndivlduals make self-instructional

statements without being eonseiously aware of doing so'

Meichenbaum (Tg??) used an example of an adult problem to

illustrate the rel-ationship between self-instructional

statements and behaviour.

Imagine learning a new notor skill such
as ãriving a cai' fnitially, and especlally
when drivlng a stick shift câr¡ the drlver''
goes througñ a mental- cheoklist sonetimes
ãtoua, wniõh includes verbal rehearsal'
seLt-luidanee and perhapP appropriate-
self-ieinforcement. With practiee, the
verbalizations disappear' (p. 19)

It is apparent that both adults and children make self-

statements (either overtly or covertly) about thelr

performanee and. behavlour. These statements ean be many

different forms. Some are self-evaluative, some Serve aS

self-reminders, e¡ome pertain to probl-em-solving sltuatlons.

Some are posltive and some are negative. What people gay

about themselves and how they are doing (i.e., their

sel-f-staternents) can have significant effects on their

behaviour and their self-coneept' Furthermore, â8 lt was

l:;
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suggested above, modification of self-statements can result

in behaviour change.

Self - Ingtrugt i onel lrainins
À serendlpitous finding in his doctoral dissertation 

,i,,,1,1,,

led Meichenbaum 0969, L977) to become a pioneer in the area

of self-instructional research. In a laboratory investi-

gation of an operant training program with hospitalized i,,, ;,,

schizophrenics who had been trained. to emit "healthy talkr' l"ìl'1"

it was observed that a number of patients spontaneously i iit,:tt,,'

rehearsed. aloud the experimental instruetions "give healthy

talk¡ be coherent and relevant" while being tested on the

generalization measures. Meichenbaum and his co-workers thus 
:

enbarked on a research program to examine the feasibil-ity

of using self-guiding statements in clinical work. Since 
:

then, treatment packages involving self-instructional

statementshavebeendevisedandapp1iedtoanumberof

different clinical populations. Meiehenbaum and Cameron

(Lg?)) trained. schizophrenics to seLf-instruct first on i;.,1'

l,',,. .

simple Sensori-motor tasks, then on more complex inter- ,,;'.'

personal tâsks to help them aehieve some attentional control.

Margolis and. shemberg G9?6) unfortunately failed to

replicate the work with schizophrenics. They suggested that 
i,..,,,,1.
i.:'-.

cognitive self-instruetion may be task specific (i.e., on

some speed tasks self-instruction may be detrimental), but

they also noted that ii tnetr stud'y' unlike Meichenbaum and 
l

Cameron (tg?Ð, the subjects had spaced rather than massed 
,,j,.,,i.,,.,

practlce with self-instruetional technlques' :'r':r':
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Application of self-instruetional training has al-so

been attempted with a fair degree of suecess on other adult

populations. Non-creative college students were trained to

emit self-verbalizatione reflecting a deternination and

desire to solve a problem and to extinguish negative

self-statements about their creativity (Meichenbaum, 1975b),

the self-instructional training groups, relative to controls,

increased thelr scores on tests of dlvergent thlnking and

also manifested some ehanges in self-concept.

As lt wa.s mentioned above, programs deslgned to enhance

coping skills in eLinical populatione and to provide stress-

innoculation training have made encouraging use of fairly

speeifie self-instructional statements in combinatlon with

other techniques (Meichenbaum, Lg|?¡ I9??), the programs

used with clinicaL populations virtually always lnvolved a

variety of eomponents including discussing the importance

of self-statementso and the nature of emotionr and stress

reactionst rnod.eling¡ behavioural rehearsal¡ and reinforce-

ment. Rehearsal of sel-f-instructions without opportunity

to "try them out" in new situations or rehearsal of non-

speeific staternents tends to result in mlnimal. self-control-L1ng

responses no more effective than a general 'power of positlve

thinktng" approach (J'telchenbaum, Lg??), This rêsult was

demonstrated in a study of multiphobic elients who

rehearsed general self-lnstructions saying that they could

overcome thelr fears but dld not demonstrate significant

behavlour change, Whereas, rehearsal and' education about ¡i:i.:ii:
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the irnportance of self-statements followed by application

of new skill-s was not only effeetíve in overcoming fears,

but also more effective than a standard desensitization

procedure (wteiehenbaum and Cameron, L974) " The reader

should take note that these programs are multi-faceted and

refleet a coping process that is complex' Thereforeo it

is difficult ts isol-ate the neeessary and sufficient

conditions for behavior¡raL change. Nevertheless, the

Ilrog?ams provide val-uabLe infornation on the ímportance of

eognltive activities in therapy and teaching cLients to
o'cJ-ean up" what they say about thernselves. The reader

interested in applying eoping skills programs with self-
instructional components to adult clinical populations ls
neferued to Meichenbaur¡ (tglz, L977) for a detailed discussion

of the aetual el-ínieaL procedures to follow and pítfal-ls to

avoid,

Researeh on modifying self-verbaLizations of ehildren

has generalLy foeused on fairLy speeifie behaviours or

speeifie behaviour probtens and has not involved the ful}

cLinieal- atrmamentarium in the proeess. Again' sorne of the

pioneering work in the area vas done by Meichenbaum and

his eoIl-eagues"

FoLlowing observations thåt funpulsive children engaged

in l-ees spontaneous self-gUiding speeeh than reflective

childreno Meichenbau¡n and Goodman (Lg?L) trained impulsive

ehild.ren to talk to themselves about their work as a means

of devel-oping self-eontrol" In an initial study u L5'
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seeond-gfade children with behaviouraL problems such as

hyperactivity and/or learnlng probtems were seen individuall-y

for four one-half hour treatment Sessions over a two week

period. The cognitive training procedure was as follows¡

First, the experimenter performed the task while the

experimenter instructed the child aloud¡ then, the child

was asked to perform the task again while instructing

hlmsel-f aloud¡ then, the child performed the task whispering

to himself (ffp movements) ¡ and finally, the child performed

the task siLently (without lip movements). The verbaLlzations

lncluded questions about the nature of the task and denrandsl

ansvúers to these questions ¡ self-guiding statements focusing

attention on the task and. self-reínforcement' The followlng

example from Meichenbaum and Goodman (l-97I) wilL lllustrater

Okayo what ls it I have to do? You
ïfant ;ã-îå coÈy ine-picture with the diffei;ent
l-ines. I havê-to go-slow and be careful'
Okayr-draw the l-ine down, down, good; then to
the'riàrtt, thatrs It¡ now down some more and
to thé*lei't. Good, I'm doing good so far'
Remenber go slow. Now back up again' " "
Even if I make an error I can go slowly and

"t"ät,rrrt.:;;.Finished' 
I did-it' (p' 117)

A variety of tasks of increasing diffict¡Ity were used and

childrenfs post-trainlng performance was assessed on

psychometric instruments and in the classroom. The

experimental- group of chlldren relative to placebo and

assessment control gtroupg improved on Porteus Maze gcorest

Performance f.Q. on the WISC, and demonstrated increased

cognitive reflectivity on the Matching Famlliar Figurà test

with maintenance at one-month foll-ow-up period. However,
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the treatrnent did not generalize to lmproved classroom

behavi-our. A second study demonstrated that cognitive

modelíng alone was not as effective in produeing behaviour

change as cognitive model-ing plus self-instructional-

training (Meichenbaum and Good-man, :.g?L). The authors

concluded that impulsive children could be taught to use

their "private speech" to organize and regulate their

actions with the consequence of greater self-eontrol.

Bornetein and Quevillon (L9?6) were more successful in

producing transfer of trainíng effects as a result of a

sel-f-instruetional package for hyperactive preschool boys.

In their study, four children were seen individually for a

massed self-instruction session lasting 2 hours with a 2O-

minute break in the middle. The training procedure YÍas

slmilar to that of Meichenbaum and Goodnan (Lg?L)' and a

wide variety of tasks were used ín training" In an

expectancy-control condition, the experimenter nodeled

appropriate responses for the child without verbalization.

Followlng trainlng, it was observed that on-task behaviour

in the classroom dramatieal-l-y increased for aL1 subjects

and was maintaineð,22.5 weeks after baseline was reeorded.

The authors noted that their study differed from Melchenbaum

and Goodmanrs (I9?I) research in four respectss presehool

versua school-age childrenr massed versus spaced practice'

brief use of material rewards to galn attention and "story-

1ike.,se1f-instnrctiona1training.Thus,isoIationof
*active" ingredients of change was lmpossibl-e'

:1ì:::ri rr
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A clue to one ingredient of ehange comes from a study

by smith (Lg?6) in which he attempted to modify childrents

attending to a teacher. He engaged first graders in

self-instruetional training while watching a videotape of

a classroom situation, but found that all groups decreased

on the amount of time attending to the film. It is possible

that the children became bored with the film, but it was

suggested that the manipulation failed because it was a

passive procedure and not an aetive one'

A comprehensive and thorough study by Kendall and

Finch (Lg?8) produced encouraging data regardlng the

effectiveness of a eognitive-behavioural program for the

modificationofimpu1sivityinemotiona1lydisturbed
children. In their study, twenty ehildren received six

training sessions of verbal seu-instruction with a response-

cost proced.ure contingent upon errors ln performance' Six

sets of training materials were used in the study, one for

each of the six therapy sessions. these six tasks included¡

conceptual thinking, attention to detail' recognition of

ldentities, sequentlal recognition, visual-closure' and'

visual-motor reproduction. Control ehildren recelved

training on the tasks without speeifie treatment' several

depend,ent measures were examined at a post-test period

four weeks after the initial assessment' and at a follow-up

period three months after the initial assessment. These

measures included. subjectsr perfornance on the matching

Familiar Figures (MFF) task, self-report datar and teacher

i ì'::."::.

: .4 ..:.':.

],]::

.' ,.:':

,'i:i.i:;i
1:,:1:;:
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ratings of elassroom behaviour and "locus of confliet. "

At the post-test period, data from the MFF and data from

teacher ratings of classroom behaviour revealed positive

changes due to treatment. These treatment effects were 
::::.:,1

also evident at f ollow-upr self-report measures and ratings : ::.:ì

of "Iocus of confli.cto' did not show treatment effects' In

general, the results substantiated the effectiveness of ,r ,

self-instructional training progfams' and also provided 
',-l.ipositive d.ata regarding generalization of treatment effects. 
1r,.,,,,1.1

Howeverr âs Kendall and Finch (Lg?B) note, their treatment '1.':r:

packager like that of Bornstein and Quevillon (Lg?6),

inc1udedsevera1componentsmakingitdifficu1ttounrave1
the essential mechanisms of change. 

:

Palkes, Stewart, and Kahana (1968) found that training ,

hyperactive nine-year-old boys to verbalize a set o{.self-

d.irected eommands such as rri must stop, listen, Iook, and 
l

think before I answer" improved performance on the Porteus

Mazes compared to controls who practiced the training ,;,,;'i 
,,;,;;

exercj-ses" After examining patterns of cognitive functloning ,,t,'''0,;:;,'',

.,,^r,.1.'r.

on a varlety of tests, Camp Q9??) suggested that six to "'

nine year old aggfessive boys faiL to use verbal mediatlon

in many situations where lt would be appropriate' She 
.:.,,.11.,.,;:.;,1

hypothesized that both learning and' behaviour problems !n '''"" "'

these children rnay be a funetion of an ineffective linguistic

eontrol system. camp, Blom, Hebert, and van Doornick (Lg??)

developed a ,oThink Aloud* program for improving self-control l

of aggressive six to eight-year-old boys. The program u.'r:.,...
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consisted of daily, l0 rninute individual sessions for six

weeks in which the boys vrere trained through modeling and

verbalization of cognitive activity to use verbal mediation

skills. The program was moderately suceessful in that it

demonstrated improved performance on cognitive tasks and

prosocial beþaviour, but did not significantly effect

aggressiveness. The authors noted that the program '1...

loosened boysr tongues but failed to assist them toward

developing enough construetive alternatives" (p. L65). There

was perhaps insufficient emphasis on attacking interpersonal

problems directlyn discusslng alternative solutions, and

attacking verbal output of an aggressive or silty nature.

A cognitive training program involving modellng, self-

verbalizationr and self-reinforeement techniques was

devel-oped for 7-year-old hyperaetive children with behavioural

and academic problems þy Douglas, Parry, Marton, and Carson

(t9?6), Ihe authE¡es present persuasive arguments for the

use of their methodology. They note that ít seems unwj-se

to rely solely on operant techniques with hyperactive children

because there have been few successful attempts to establish

long-term effectiveness of operant programs¡ beeause

children sometimes respond to reinforcement contingencies

in unique rrrays¡ and. because ehildrents performance is

sometimes disrupted by reinforeement teehniques. That is,

positive reinforcement can inerease impulsivity by attracting

attention away from the task and towards the adult.

The procedure used by Douglas et al, (L9?6) appeared

i:,:.: :
il .-. .
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to effect greater improvement on cognitive tasks than

behavioural measures. As an explanation for these findings,

they indicated that their progran stressed internal thought

proeesses and the development of internal controls more 
t,::,:,:;1:,::.,:.

heavily than outwardly observable behaviours. It might be :.:'::":''.!::::

beneficial to eombine a eognitive approach with operant

techniques when working with hyperactive children.
i,.:::it trjlti, j.:.

Borrowing fron their clinical experiencer Douglas 
¡,...'.',,,,¡,',

et al. (Lg?6) addressed questions about the effeetiveness ì::.::.,¡..,.;,:

i:rlì:ii:::i::::i: 'l

and praeticality of the verbalization aspects of self-

instructional techniques" They suggested that problems
I

with implementation are likeIy to arise if self-verbalization i

is taught in a mechanieal, rote-learning way' They 
i

encouraged other researchers to model specifie strategies, 
i

i

but also to all-ow the child to produce some of his or her 
i

i

own strategies to reinforce a general "set" rather than a 
;

I

set of sítuation-specifie or task-specific responses. 
,

This ts consistent wlth the view of Kend.all (Lg?7) who '': ,.,.,.,
l: ::::: ::i ..:: tti

argues that ,,one strength of the self-instructional method ar,i-,:''
: : 

- 

: :;: . : t : : 
-. : 

. 
. t : : : .

is that |t ean be individually tailored to each child and ":. ::

to the behaviour problem in question" (P" 323) '
Inassessingtheimpactofself-verba1izations

Bugental, Whalen, and Henker (L9??) considered an interaetlon lXl

between the effeetiveness of cog¡ltlve and behavioural

ehange treatments and the causal attributions of hyperaetive 
"

boys age seven to twelve. In general, they demonstrated

that children who were external attributors (or who were Low [r$l*
:r':
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on the personal causation measure) faired best with

behavioural reinforcement procedures ¡ whereas internal

attributors faired best with self-instructional procedures,

(Uut did demonstrate improvement under either system). 
,:::..:,.:::.

The worst match was external attributors and self- '" '

instructional training. Bugental et al. (L977) stated that

self-instructional training is not necessarily inappropriate

for external attributorso The sequencing of intervention ,.,.¡',.:'

strategies may be crucial, That is, commeneing with , 

tt t

';,1'1..''''..,'behavioural strategies may be a neeessary prelude to

self-instrr¡ctional training for external attributors.
' Certainly not all stud.ies of cognitlve training

progfams with disruptive ehildren have been successful.

Drummond (I9? 5) contrasted Meichenbaum's self-instructional

procedure plus eertain "cue' words (e.g., 'wait", "wTIÊt"t

rrhow'r, 'reward") with a diseussÍon control group in a study

with dlsruptive third and fourth grad.ers. The superiority

of the self-instructional group was not demonstrated. 
,.'=,.;.

objeetlvely¡ although an interesting finding was that ;,.,', ,,,.,,t 
',,-. :t , 

ì

teachers who provided blind ratings of chlldren0s behaviour :::::' l

signifleantly favoured the self-instruetional- group and

percelved then to be less disruptive.

To examlne the eff ects of verbal mediation tralningo ,,,'',, .:'.].... ]:

Blackwood (tgZO) used omediation essays" to induce

seLf-control of eight and ninth grad.ers in the classroom.
I

If chlldren misbehaved, they were assigned to wrlte essayg

about their behaviour in a question and answer format. fhe ; ":: .:
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questions were¡ "What did I do wrong?".¡ "What should I be

doing?" and ooWhat are the consequences of my behaviour?"

A punishment essay d.escribing the worklngs of a steam engine

was assigned to a control group. During a l5-day post-
:.'-. _.: .i1,:

: treatment period, mediation trained children emitted fewer ì: 
::':':r''

mlsbehaviours than d.ld control children (Blackwood, L}TO),

Blackwood (Lg?O) argued that verbal behaviour can mediate 
:

.':

,,., between tempting stimulus situatlons and appropriate ¡r'.:r¡i,,,.,:
i. , .:.. ,;,,.,

,;,j behavlours, and. that verbal behaviour can become a condltioned 
i,:.,i.;.,,.;ì,:,,

:-: ^ ::.:i...:..-.::.-.

reinforcer which eaneels other imsrediate reinforcers, 1." : :"

Verba1 mediatlon essays were contrasted with punlshment
'

essays and traditional behaviour modiflcation procedures

in a study of disruptive lunchroom behaviour of fourth and 
i

fifth graders (MacPherson, Candeer and Hohman, L9?4), 
i

Behaviourmod1ficationproceduresincombirrationwith

'mediationessaysïferemoreeffeetiveinpromot1ngáooa
i

behavlour than either technlque alone.

,, The effects of self-instn¡etion on rule-breaking or :,,, ::,:,.

-¡ r-! -¡----*..-^s --,¡ f i rc* ma¡la ¡hl l rlv.an 
t"t''tit"

,, cheating behaviour of lcindergarten and f irst gpade children :::,r:.-,,,i.:
' --- ._, -l ,t.-

'' .:...1
,.^ñr\ 1- 'l :¡.

rÍas studied by Monahan and O0leary (19?1). In generalr it ::'r'::::::

was observed. that cheating was amenable to eontrol by

seLf-instructlon, particularly if self-instruetlon was done

', properly and frequently. A serendlpitous finding also ioji.¡;..

suggested that self-lnstruetion may generalize to other

forms of ruLe-breaking behaviour'

Kurtz, Neiwortho and Hanson 0gZ6) also d'emonstrated' '

' changes ln non-verbaL behaviour as a functlon of changes in ;:.,,r,,1¡.,
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verbal- behaviour. They shaped eorrespondence between verbal

and non-verbal behavlour to provide some data on the

formatlon of verbal-nonverbal control. They reinforced

pre-school ehildren for maklng anti-litter statements Ythen

no corresponding nonverbal stirnuli were present. Children

were trained ln one room and their behaviour was later

observed in the washroom. 0f ten subJects' six significantly

increased their frequency of picking up papersr etc. over

basetrine¡ whereas, four did not. Age was not a significant

difference between the two groups of subjeetst nhereas

hlstory of reinforeement of verbal-nonverbaL correspondenee

may have been. 
,

Karoly and Dirks (].g??) also trained children to match

,word to deed,. in a self-control situation in which children

had to toterate an lmmedlate unpleasant situatlon to-.obtain

a long-range positive outcome. Reinforeing a "say-do" )

sequenee showed a stead,y inerease in correspondence whereas

relnforcing a "do-say" sequence produeed more variable

respondlng. Kanfer and Karoly (L9?2) suggested that an

intention statement eould be either a verbal operant for

execution of behavlour or part of a higher-order response

set.

Specific Self-Instructional Statenents

An interesting series of studies examinlng the

differential effectiveness of various self-statements in

resistanee-to-temptation paradlgms has been publlshed'.

Hartlg and Kanfer (Lg?)) eramined the effects of
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self-instructional statements with different contents on

transgression latencies of three-and-one-half year-old to

6even-year-old ehildren in a resistance-to-temptation

paradigm. children were told that they were going to be

asked. their opinion about certain toys and then were

instnrcted. not to turn around to look at the toys while the

experimenter left the room ostenslbly to check some

equipment. Five groups dlffered in suggested self-

lnstructionsr Group I verbalized positive consequences

for nontransgression ¡ ê,$,, 'I will be goodtrl Group 2

verbalízed negative consequences for nontransgression,

ê.g.¡ "I will be bad"3 Group 3 simpty verbalized instructions

not to transgress; Group 4 verbalized task-irrelevant

nursery rhJrmesl and. Group 5 was a no verbalization control

group. Å large number of children never deviated at-.a11.

Groups I and 2 did not differ significantly in transgression

l-atencies and. also showed no significant differenees from

Group 3. However, in general, Groups 1r Z, and 3 did

significantly better than Groups lt and 5. Older children

(age 66-88 months) tended to do better than younger

children (age 40-65 months) I but this was prlmarlly due to

better use of self-instrrrctions by older children. 'A'mong

younger child.ren who verbalized appropriately, their delay

times were equivalent to those of older children. tn"

self-instructional statements may have been more effectlve

with the younger group because younger verbalizers showed

longer latencies than younger non-verbalizerso but these

i.i:i':

;.ì...: l

i'::i.'-:ì

i:.i.Ìi
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same differences were not obtalned wlth older children'

At first glance, it might appear that there were no

signlficant dlfferences as a result of the content of the

verbalizations, However, when the subjects tlere divided

into younger and older children who verbalized their

statements, it was found that for younger children the

effects of reeiting a nursery rhyme or repeating task-

irrelevant statements were the samei whereaso for older

children verbalization of task:-relevant statements produced

longer latencies than task-lrrelevant statements. fhis

suggests that older ehlldren are perhaps more attuned to

the "rneani-ng" of the verbalizations than younger children.

Hartig and Kanfer (L9?3) added that the anticlpation of,

speeíflc rewards or aversive consequences mlght have

enhanced the differential effects of the content of the

self-instruction.
Mischel, Ebbesen, zeissr and Raskoff (L972) hrpothesized

that eognitively transforming a delay situation into a

more pleasant situation might enhance delay. They conducted

two experlments to test their h¡4rothesis. In the first

experiment, they inst¡reted pre-schoolers waiting for a

preferyed reward (either a marshmallow or a pretzel) in

two method.s of self-distraction. One group played wlth a

stinky toy, and. a seeond thought of pleasurable thf-ngs.

Both g¡.oups had slgnlficantly greater delay tlmes than a

no distraction condition. In the second experiment ehildren

were instructed in the use of speclfic cognitlve mechanlsrls
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(Mischet et al., Lg?Z), The children rfere told to think

about the rewards, or to "think fun" or to *think sad'.

The "thinking fun" ehildren lasted longer than the other

two groups in the delay situation. The "think sad" and

,'think rewards" groups produced similar delay times which

were no better than a no distraction control condition.

Thus, manipulating cognltive self-instruetions produced

powerful- effects on delay times for pre-schoolers' Hlischel

et aL, (Ig?2) argued that effectj-ve delay depended on

eognitive avoidanee or suppression of the reward object

during the waiting period. They suggested that ¡

self-control nay hinge on transforming
the difficult into tñe easyt the aversive
into the pleasant, the boring lnto the
interestlñe, white stilL maintaining the
t;sr-requiãåd (reward-contingent )
activitY. (Mischel et al., L972,
P" 2L5-?I6)

It should be noted that their experiment involved a passive

waiting sltuation.

Later experiments have refined the above findings and

extended them to other situations involving instrumental

tasks during the waiting perlod (Patterson and Misehelt

Lg?s, 19?61 Mischel and Patterson, 19?6)' For examPle,

Mischel- and Patterson (L9?6) compared the abllity of

children age three and one-hal-f to five years to use P}ans

of varying degrees of elaboration in a resistance-to-

temptation situation, and pl-ans that directed attentlon to

dlfferent aspects of the situation. Chitdren were instnreted

to work on a pegboard, taslc and were told that lf they
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conpleted the task in the allotted tirne¡ they could play

with a preferred Set of toys" A 'Mf" Clown Box{ was used

as a distractor from work on the task. Children were

instnrcted in the use of elaborated and unelaborated plans.

Three elaborated. plans were compared. A temptation

inhlbition plan instructed ehildren to sâllr "No, Irm not

going to look at Mr. clown Box" t a reward-oriented plan

instructed ehil-dren to sâY, "I want to play with the fun

toys and Mr, Clown Box later" t and a task-facll-ltating plan

told chlldren to say, ,Irm going to look at rny work.n In

the unelaborated plan conditlons the children were simpLy

told¡ ê.g., "You can thlnk about something to remind you of

what you get to play with if you finishr" or "you can say

somethlng out loud that will hel-p you to keep Looking at

your Workr{ etc, fhe elaborated pLans concerning re$farding

consequences and inhibltion of attention to temptation

sustained work whereas unelaborated plans and plans eoneerning

attention to the task did not, More subjects in the

elaborated plan conditÍons used thelr plans more frequently

than subjeets in the unelaborated plan conditions' These

findings mlght help explain the results of Hartig and

Kanfer (Lg?3) who used. unelaborated statements concerning

positlve and negatlve consequenees of transgresslons ln

their studY.

fhe positive effects of pLans were generaLly a function

of briefer departures fron work rather than l-ess frequent

ones. Mischel and Patterson (Lg?6) specul-ated' that the
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task-facilitating plans failed because the reinforcement

value of the work was weak compared to reinforcement value

of Mr. Clown Box" They also noted that thinking about

relrfards in this j-nstrumental situation facilitated self- 
:;..:,,;.:: 

_:..:

control¡ whereas in the Mischel et aI. (L9?2) study of a :':::'ri:.':'

passive waiting si-tuatlon, such thinking hindered self-

control, Mischet and Patterson (tgZ6) raised. questions

about a balance between level of generality and' speciflcity i;t,t,i,..l
: ..'.'..' - '. .:

of plans and about the way in which the nature of the 
i:1..,,...:.

balance might vary with age or cognitive maturity of the i:::''i'ì::::i':

subject as vtell as with characteristics of a situation.

There may be interactions among content of self-instn¡.ctional

plans, situations, and developmental level (Patterson and

Mischel, 19?6). However, the precise role of these variables

in effecting behaviour remains undetennined.

Kanfer, Karoly, and Newman Og?5) provided additional

d,ata on the relevance of the eontent of verbal eues' verbal

controlling responses of two different kinds were used to r.,,,',
þ,,:,i;,:.

attempt to reduce childrents fear of the dark. One klnd of 
,.,,,.;,.',:;,,

1.esponse gtfessed individUal COmpeteney in the SitUation "'"""''"""

and the other. promoted reduction of the aversiveness of the

situation" A controL group of ehildren were given neutral

words to say. Children were pre-tested. to determine hOw i.,',,ttirl;

long they would remain in a dark room. Then they were

trained |n the use of thelr "special tfords" and were left

in a dark room for two triaLs. Durlng each trial chlldren

were asked to remain' in the dark f or as long as possible 
,,,,, ..,, ,
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and were instructed in the use of a rheostat to turn the

tights down to make it as dark as possible in the room.

The results indieated that from baseline to trial I there

were no signifíeant differences in improvement in time spent

in the dark between the two experimental groups. Hovrever,

from baseline to trial 2 the ocompeteneen group differed

significantly from the "neutral" group. 0n the light

red.uction triaL (triat 3) there were no signifieant

differences between the three g1.oups suggesting that the

verbal controll-ing response vfas most effective in the taek

.for whieh children had been tratned (i,e., dark toleranee).

One methodological problem with this study was that ehiLdren

were not instructed to repeat their "special words" out

loud at any time in the darkt thus, it is difficult to be

certain that the children were self-verbalizing. Kanfer

et â.l' Og?5) noted that it was al-so difficuLt to distingulsh

what features of "cognitive eontiol" were at work' Posltive

self-deseriptlons were sllghtly more effective than statements

focusing on positive eLements of the dark but wW thls was

so ls uncLear. Perhaps the ehildren established' new

criteria,for performance or perhaps they reappraised the

situation.

RoIe of d Self-Instructional- I
Until recently there has been little research on the

relatíve importance of informational content and affeetlve

tone of self-statements. In explaining hls sel-f-lnstructional

procedure for children, Melchenbaum (L9?7) devoted no more

ü:.
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than a paragraph to noting that children could not say

self-statements in a "relatively mechanieal, rote or

automatic fashion without the aceompanying meaning and

inflection" (p. 89), No mention was made of affective

tone per se.

Research on the experimental induction of affect has

suggested that affective states may play a role in

self-regulatory behaviour, For example, Fry Qg?5')

determined that induction of a positive affeet in children

led to greater delay in a resistanee-to-temptation situatlon

than lnduction of a negative affect, .â,lso, children in the

negative affect eondition deviated more quickl-y than those

in the control condition.

With respect to researeh on self-instructional

statements, Masters and Santrock (L976) concluded that

studles often had two main characteristics. They used

instnrctions germane to a behaviour without any particular

emotional overtones, and they generally involved inhibitory

as opposed to facilttory self-control-. That is, they often

foeused on temptation situations or delay of gfatificatlon

situations. Masters and Santrock (19?6) devised a series

of experiments to examine self-regu}atory behaviour of

chlldren in a persistence situation as a funetion of

different cognltive instructions and. affectlve states.

They condueted a series of flve experinents with four-year

old nursery schooL children. In the first four experinents

children worked on a motor task (crankingi'a handle on a
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tower of lights to turn the lights on). fn the fifth

experiment children worked on a problem-solving task in

which they ha.d to match abstraet forms. In the first

experlment (upon a signal from the experimenter) ehildren

verbalized. "This is fun, really fun" in the "fun conditionr " ',

"Thls is no fun" in the "no fun conditionr'and "two-onet

two-one, two-one,, in the control condition. children in

the "fun condition" persisted slightly longer than child:ren 
,;

|n the control cond.ition, whereas, children in the "no fun"

conditlon decreased persistence markedly' In the second

experlment ehildren verbalized either a task-lrrelevant

pleasant or unpleasant thought of their own ehoice and the

control group repeated "two-one, two-one, two-one. "

Children who verbalized task-irrelevant pleasant thoughts

perslsted signifieantly longer than ehildren who verþallzed

unpl-easant thoughts or neutral thoughts. In experlment 3,

children verbalized evaluations about the difficulty of the

taSk¡ "ThiS iS eaSy" or "ThiS iS hard" Or "trfo-one, tYfO-One."

There was a tendency for boys in this eondition to perslst

sonewhat 1-onger than girls, Also, ehlldren who verbalized

that the task was easy persisted longer than chiLdren who

verballzed the task was hard or children in the control

condition, In experiment 4, verbalizations of prlde, 'Itm

really good at this" produced greater persistence than

verballzatlons of seLf-critlcism, rrlrm no good at this."

Children ln the self-critleism conditlon did not dlffer from

children in the control condltion. In the flnal experlmentt
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Masters and Santrock (tgZ6) varied evaluations of task

difficulty and affective tone of the statements. Children

were instructed to aâÍr "This ls lard' or "This is easyrl

with either a posltive affect (enthusiasn), a neutral- affect

or a negative affect (disdain). Under conditions of

positive affective tone, children persisted longer on more

difficulty labelled tasks¡ while under neutral or negative

affective tone, the reverse was true.

thus, there was an interaction between content and

affectlve tone of statements. Thls finding led to the

eonelusion that, aLthough there were systematic effects on

persistence due to differing content of task evaluations'

the relevance of the cognitive or affective events for

maintenance of behavlours with which they are assoeiated

was unimportant. lhat is, based primarily on the fact that

task-irrelevant pleasant thoughts enhanced persistence,

Masters and Santrock QgZ6) postul-ated that other factors

were crueial besides relevant differences in content"

h¡rthermore, they hypothesized that cognitive stlmr¡Li affect

persistence vla the affective states they induee.

This ls a plausible hypothesisr but also one to be

entertalned with caution. Non-relevant pleasant content

may be an inportant mediator of perslstenee on certain

motor tasks, but bear in mind that one can pursue many

relatively rote activities whlLe engaging in pleasant

reveries. It is impossible to pursue theee same reverles

while engaging in problef0-solvlng activitíes' Non-reLevant
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positive affective events may be more productlve for

tolerance of averslve sítuations. There is evidence to

support this idea (Crimm and Kanfer, L9?6r, However,

Kanfer et al. (L9?5) found that "tolerating" the dark was

enhaneed by statements about onets sense of competeney.

Whether these statements produced changes in affective

state !s unknown. If cognltive stimuli affect behaviour

through the affectlve states they induce, it would seem

that induction of positive affeet would alter different

clagses of behavlour"

The role of affect has been explored with respect to

other aspects of self-regUlatory behaviour. For example'

it has been found. that induction of positive affect promotes

prosoelat behaviour and altruism (Moore, Underwood, and

Rosenhan n l)?3), Masters 
-and 

Furman (tgZ6) studied the

effects of positive and negative affect induetion on

generalized outcome expeetaneies, locus of controlt and

expectancy for success on two instrumental- tasks with

pre-school childfêD. rnduction of positlve affect produeed

signtficantly higher scores on a test of generalized outcome

expectaneies (Tne Minnesota Expectancy for Serendípity

ScaÌe) than did induction of neutral or negatlve affeet'

Interestingly, the expeetancy seores in the negatiYe affôct

cond.ition were not redueed lending support to the ldea that

the effects of positlve and. negative affect may be mediated

by different factors. Affect induction had no effect,

howeverr ofr locus of control beliefs as measured by The 
i

I
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Stanford Preschool Internal-External Scale (Mischel, Zeiss,

and Zeiss , Ig?4) " To measure expeetaney for suceess on the

two instrumental tasks, children were shown a' maz'e problem

and a matching task problem and were asked to prediet how

well they would do on the problems. There were no differences

in anticipated suceess or failure between negatlve or

positlve affect induction conditions. Thus, it would appear

that reminders of pleasant or unpleasant thoughts were not

effeetive |n ehanging expectancies about instrumental

behaviour. However, the possibility that four-year-old

chitdren dld not fully eomprehend the eoncept of expeetaney

cannot be ruled out and thus the results of this study may

not be generalizable.

Purpose of The StudY

The purpose of this study was to investigate the'

effects of different self-instructional statements on task

persistenee in young chlldren. The study also examined the

reLationshlp of these statenents to expectancy for success'

appraisal of task, affect, and personal eausation beliefs'

The self-instructional etatements examined in this

study were chosen after consideration of previous research.

As it was noted above, there is 6ome evidence to suggest 
,

that competeney-reLated. information is inportant in a

situation requiring endurance of an aversive stimulus or

task (Kanfer et aI. , L9?5), Furthermore, in a recent

paper on a theory of "se1f-efficacy" Bandura (]-97?)

suggested that information about "se1f-efficacy" is an
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integral component of behaviour change. Self-effieacy

refers to an individualrs conviction about his or her

ability to cope effeetively with a given situation. Bandura

theorized that psychological procedures' whatever their
',. .: .:1.-:..

f orm, alter the level and strength of self -ef f icacy. :¡:'::::

Qutcome and efficacy expectations d'iffer in that individuals

can believe that a certain course of action will lead to a

certain outcome' but at the same time, they can doubt their l;'':';'i,
1:'. .: '.1,1

ability to follow through on the necessary course of acti-on' 
i.,,-
ir.: i.l t.lr

The concept of self-efficacy also differs from the eoncept i:.rr'i'::':1

of1ocusofcontroIinthatlocusofcont.rolisconcerned
i

withattributionforSucceSs;whereas,self-efficacyis
concerned with oners sense of personal mastery (Bandura, 

l,

Lg??),someempiricaldatahavesupportedthehypothesj-zed

relationship between perceived self-efficacy and beþ.avioural 
,

I

chalrge (Bandura , :tg??; Band'ura, Adams and Beyer' Lg??) ' ,

Thusrincluded'inthepresentstudywerestatements:
ref lecting a sense of personal mastery or a sense of :,',,,,'l'

a-. .:: t a.'

;'t':":t'

personal comPetencY. 1.t,,,

These personal competency statements were chosen to r-:':':i

convey information about effort rather than ability' This

decision was made because it has been determined that

children who persist in the face of failure tend' to i''' 
'' 

t

attributeSuccessmoretoeffortthanthepresenceor
absence of ability (Dweek and Repucci' L9?3)'

To explore the possible role of affect and self-

instruction it was decided to contrast statements conveying ;''"
l..' .': -.
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information about emotionality with the competency

statements. Therefore, statements, such as rrI feel happy"t

were chosen to convey positive affect.

It was also decided to contrast statements reflecting

infornation of a positive nature about an activity'

Statements conveying information about an activity or a

task may alter cognitive appraisals of the task, which nray

in turn Ìrave an inpaet on performanee, particularly among

individuals who tend to attribute suceess to external-

influenees. However, statements expressing information

about en actlvity may not be as effective a6 statements of

personal eompeteney in affecting generalization of

persistence from one situation to another'

In summary, the study contrested three different

types of self-statements in a single experiment. The

statements were ehosen to refer to¡ (1) a chlld''" n"t"onal

competency, Q) a childts affective state, and (3) a task a

chlld performs, Iñ additionr oI1ê group of 20 children were

asked to sel-ect one statement frorn al-l of the above.

Àllowing self-selection of statements is consistent

with Mahoneyrs (19?4) idea that choloe is a relevant

varlable in any behaviour change process, some forms of

choice nay have reinforcing properties for some indlvlduals.

Glving chlldren a choice might enhance persietence'

partlcularly among internall-y-oriented children who tend' to

see reinforcement within their own eontrol. This procedure

|s also conslstent with personality researeh whieh emphaslzeS
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an interactive person-situation conceptualization to

behaviour (Mischel , L97) ). Individual children may choose

statements that are consistent with their personal beliefs

or their view of t}'¡emselves and the task. 
, . .,

The present study examines the effeets of these ì '.,

differíng self-statements on persistence on an experimental

task, while children are engaging in self-instructional
trainingo and on a generalization task. In summary, the ,,:;,:,,1

;t 'i':t:;"'study attempts to determine the most effeetive self- .'.
¡j..:',r1

instructional statements in a task persistenee situation. iiiì'ìiiti:

The study also examines the relationship of these self-
statements to other varj-ables that rnay be of importance in

mediating their effeets, The design investigates separate :

rather than sequentíal hypotheses of these various meehanisms"

Researc-h Hypotheses

0n the basis of previous research, the following 
i

hypotheses were proposedl

(1) Different kinds of instruetional statements wil-l
differentiall-y affeet task persistenee on the
experÍ-mental task and on the generalization task.

(a) 0n the experimental task' competency statements
will lead to the ,greatest amount of task persistence,
followed by task stateraentsr followed by affect
statements" All experimental groups wíll persist
longer than control groupsc

(b) 0n the generalization task, eompeteney statements
wil-l lead to the greatest amount of task persistenceo
No differenees in task persS-stenee are predicted
betweevr task statements and affeet statements"

i:ììl:: .::l

;..i:i; irrl
i;:r.':rf.:

ì.:',- ::
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(2) Increased task persistence as a function of instructional
statements will be influenced by ehanges in expectancy
for success, affect' and appraisal of the task.

(a) Different kínds of instructional statements will
differentially affect expectancy for success,
affect, and aþpraisal of the task' Competency
statements will increase expectancy for suceess
and affect. Affect statements wiIl increase
affect, Task statements will increase affect
and change appraisal of the task in a positive
directi on.

(b) There will be a positive relationship between
persistence and expectancy fg" 9ucqe99, positive
äffect, and favourable appraisal of the task.

(3) There will be a higher positive relationshiP_between
p""Ái"iãn"" "^¿ inÏernai orientation for children in
ine Competency group than for children in other groups.

(4) Children who choose competency slatements wiIl be
more internally oriented than children who choose
affect or task statements.

:.-,¡ìi:-;..a:..:::

:l:':aililiil
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METHOD

Sub.i ects

Subjects were L25 boys and girls who ranged in age from

B to 10 years and who were in the third and fourth grade of 
: ,:,:,:,,,:,

the public school system. An equal number of boys and' girls

werechosenatrand'ombyarepreSentativeoftheschoo1
board.. The sampre refrected children of differing ability 

1,.,,,,,.,,,.,,

levels. Children with serious academic problems and children i:'t:t''itl.'

with speech difficulties were exclud'ed from the sample so as 
t.r;'.r;::;,L'.--':,: ::

not to contaminate persistence effects. A signed parental 
i

consentformwasobtainedforeachehi1d(see"4.ppendixA).
The sample was slightly older than children tested in 

l

other studies on the effects of self-instruction. However'

pre-testing the measures determined that chitdren younger 
'i

than I years of age had difficulty understanding the-'

measures of expectancy and attribution for success used in

the studY.

The children were randomly assigned to experimental i',r:.i:i.l

and control conditions according to a pre-arranged ord'er ':.'t.',..,.t,;t,,': , ,.,,,r::, ::i;:.:,

and were matched for grad.e, sexr and Scores on the measure

of personal causation. Although L25 subjeets were

originally tested, the final analyses tfere based on a sample
!.:r i

of 98 subjects. six subjects were dropped beeause of inter- ' "' :

ruptions during the experlmental procedure. one condition,

intend.ed as another control condition, was d'ropped because

it contained. two distinct sub-groups of subjects' These 
i,;;.,,::. .:.

problems are described in detail in Appendix B , , iilì;".''il'i:ì
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Procedure

Prior to the testing session all child.ren were

administered the Intellectual-Achievement Responsibility

Questionnaire (Crandal-l, Katkovsky and Crandal1, L965) in

groups of ZO-?J child.ren. Scores on this measure were used :,.,'.'t,..,t'

to assign children to an experimental or control group.

Then, for testing, children were brought individuallY to a

research trailer parked in their school parking lot. The i::':ì::r:ì::

lir,tr,',i¡

trailer had a testing room and. an observation room. The 
i,.,,,.,i:,.j
l::.r.r.-:

procedure for children in the experimental groups was as ': ::::':

follows¡ AII children were asked their namet à8ê, grade, and
:

birthdate and then were introduced to the Likert Seale 
ì

l

measures of affect and task appraisal. Each child practiced 
i

rating their favourite and least favourite tood(s) on 
,

Likert Seales to become familiar with the measures. 
I

Then children in the eompetency, affect, task, and. self- 
.

:

selection groups were trained. in the self-instructional proee- '

dure. (See Appendix C for instructions given to the children. ) ,,,,..,,,,,

Children were required to repeat self-instructional l.,ii"'

statements overtly instead. of covertly to ensure that they '.=t''l':

said them. Following rehearsal of the self-statements,

Likert Scale information was collected from each child about
l':-.,,:',:i:,: ''¡.

expectancy for success on the task, appraisal of the task' 
i..'.'.'¡i.i,

and affect. This data permitted investigation of changes

in cognitive and affec.tive variables independent of

performance accomplishments. It also permitted investigation

of performance differences aS a function of expectancy, 
1.,1.,;,:t;:.,,: ì:,: : 1.ì
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"¡',t,t...affect, and appraisal of task.

Children were then told to work on the first set of

problems, and instructed how to signal the experimenter when

they had decided that they had done enough. (See Appendix C. ) 
,,,,,.,,::;:

The experimenter left the room and shut the door. The ehild ':::::i: ::l

was allowed. to work up to a maximum of thirty minutes on the

first task, While the child was workiag, the experimenter 
j .i,ì::,:,,:

recorded on-task behaviour with an event recorder and i,,,i:" '..

operated an apparatus that signalled the child, by means of ,,,.;,,,.,:,,
i'"".'',i'i:...

a bellu when to say the "special words. " Children were

signa11edatvaryinginterva1sfrom6oto9osecondS"(See
Appendix D for a description of the signalting appartus. )

Theexperimenterrecordedifthechi1dsaid.his/herstatement

upon signal. If the child failed to verbalize, the

eiperimenterreturned.tothetestingroomandpromptedthe
ichitd one time. Children who still failed to verbalize were
i

eliminated from the study.

When the child was finished work on the first task, the 
1;1.,.;.:¡..
I :':t:-.:;..']:j :--

experimenter re-entered the testing room and again collected t.i',,,,
t -t t. :

information about expectancy for Success, appraisal of the ';:':':;:'::)1

task¡ ârrd. affect. This data permitted. ínvestigation of changes

in the cognitive and. affective variables in conjunction with

performance accomplishments. The child was given a drink i
'

and a tn-ree minute break during which time he/she looked at

comics. The experimenter was in the observation room during

the break preparing the generalization task material , ' 'i

Finally, the child was instructed to work on the i"'""""': 
'r

¡1.,;¡:.:¡¡'¡::l.;
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second task to assess generalizatio:l of persistence from

one set of problems io another, (See Appendix C for

instructions. ) Children were permitted to work a maximurn

of twenty rninutes.

When the testing session was completed, children

were asked about the difficulty level of the prcblems, and

how they felt about their performance. These data were

eollected not to be analysedn but rather to ensure that

children left the experiment in a contented mood. .

Chitdren were also given the opporiunity to ask questions

about the problems and the procedure.

There was one control eondition. This group, the

"attention-control" group, allowed comparison of the

experimental self-statements with I'neutral" self-statements.

This eomparison contnolled for the possibility that the

effects of self-statements on task persistence were due to

increased attention to taskn rather than to the hypothe-

sized motivational properties of self-statementso

Children in "attention-control" group foll-owed a procedure

identi-cal to that of the four experimental groups. They

were ïnstructed in the use of n'neutralo' statements" Half

of the children in the group repeated "two-one"; the other

half repeated onb-â."

1..., . .- rr..:

i ,: .,.:-'r1i j
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Instruments,

Selectlon of Statements

The self-instruetional condltions were defined as

follows ¡

1. CompetencV Statementsr These statements refer to a
@mþeteney or sense of personal
mastery. The statements are intended to reflect a
dimension of effort (e.g., "I am trying") rather than
ability (e.g., "I am smart").

?,

â).

Affect Statements¡ These statements refer to a child's
ffie.g., "r feel haPPY").

TaÊk Statefnents¡ These statements refer to a task a

@(e. g. , "Thls is interesting" ).

l+, Self-Selected Stateme+ts ¡ These statements are the
o the first three gtroups exeePt

that eaoh child fneety selects one statement from
arôn* iÏre competencyr- emotionalityr and activity
statements.

Statements in the Competency, Affect, and Task conditions

vfere chosen aceord.lng to a three-step procesb. lhe p"o""""

was designed to choose statements which were meaningful to

children and statements which child.ren perceived to be

consistent with experimenter d.eflned categories. fhe flrst

step invol-ved colleeting phrases frorn individual chiLdren

that they used to d.escribe their feellngs or their performanee

on a task" For example, the experlmenter asked children'

'If you were telling sonebody how you feel, what would' you

say?,, or ,,ff you were ruorking on spelling and lvere telling

somebody how you were doing, what would you say?"

you wanted to tell somebody what an aetlvlty wae

or 'If
like, what

would you say?" Children generated positlve and

c.¡i:n¡rnií"9
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statements for further study. fo the list of statements

generated by children, the experimenter add'ed others which

were thought to refleet the categories defined above.

lhe second step'involved colleeting definitions of
i.1.,',;:¡

these statements from another group of children v¡hich "' 
:.i"'::

ineluded nine second. gfaders, sixteen third graders and

flve fourth graders. Indivldual children were read a llst

of twenty-seven statements one at a time" The statements i',:*

were presented. in four different orders (see Âppendix E)' ,'t,-
Âfter each statement was read, the ehild was asked', "What 

iÌi=ti

does that mean to you?" The chíldren¡s responaes ntere

audiotaped and. then transcribed by the experimenter to

inspectforpossib1ecomprehensiondifficu1ties.
Four statements were eliminated from further consider-

ation.Tlreseinc1uded(1)..Ifee1fine",(2)"rhislstcind
of hard but fun", (3) "This is kind of hard, but I can do ,,,

it',and(4),.ThisissomethingIcando.||Thefirst
statement was elininated because at least tt children equated 

,,.-,,::,
:1 '-:"::'

'I feel fine' with not being sick. For exampLer one child' l,:.:j;i

defined nI feel fine', aS'It meanS like nOt Siclç, I'm 0.K. 
"':"¡1"t,

and not hurt.,, In addltion, 'rI feel fine" appeared to be

sJrnonymous stlth another item, rrl feel good"' The second 
i:?.,ri:,i,.ì

and the thlrd statements noted above vfere elimlnated slnce i',i:r-ìi¡:

many children either foòused on only one aspect of the

sentences, or gave incorreet or negative interpretationsn 
,

For example, "This is kind of hard. but fun" was d'efined. as

,,ft nay be fun and it may not be fun" "Itrs easyñ¡ "You ,..,'. ''
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donrt hate it and it's easy." The sentence "This is kind

of hard.r but I ean do it" implied challenge to some children

(e.g. n 'I can do it but lt takes a Little tlme") but was

confusing to others (e.g., 'I know I can do it but not too

rrelI"¡ "Itts easy"¡ "It means ittS SOt.t of hafdr YOü Canot

do it very well but you can do it"). fhe fourth sentence

seemed wordy, and the meaning attaehed to it by the children

seemed. to be conveyed in the simpler sentence "I can do this'"

All secohd grad.ers and children younger than eight

years of age were ellminated as subjects since they tended

to confuse thp items, and to repeat them rather than to

define them. Two children older ttan age I0 were eliminated

from the study to keep the age range of child'ren relatively

small, It was decided to eliminate one third grader who

gave one-yrord definltions which were unelear. Four other

children lvere el-lminated at rando¡r to reduce the size of

the sampl-e to 15 children. lhe reason for this reduction

ïfas the fact that the experinenter had to rely on the good

wilL of other adults to rate the definitions provided by

the children, and therefore wanted. to keep the raterst work

to a ni-nimum.

Each definition produced by the L5 children was typed'

on a 3 in. by 5 card. The cards were numbered and then

shuffled to provide a random order of all the definitlons

glven by the children. The original statements were also

typed onto index cards and shuffled with other cards.

In the third step, two Ph,D. devel-opmental psychoJ-ogists
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and one Ph.D. clinical psychology gfaduate student rated the

children0s definitions aecording to the three different

categories of statements. Raters were asked to indicate on

a five-point scale the degree to which each definition

refered to (1) à child's personal competency, Q) a child's

affective state, and (3) a task a child performs. (See

Appendix F for the instructions given to raters). Definitions

that were given the highest rating on one of the three

d.imensions and a correspondingly low rating on the other two

were chosen for use in the study. Based on the ratings'

three statements were chosen from each category so that each

condition (competehcv, affect, task) was comprised of a set

of three statements. All statements were positive in nature.

Children in the various conditions were randomly assigned'

one of the three appropriate statements. (See Appe4dix G

for a 1ist of statements used in each condition).

Measures

Internâl orientationn fo assess this variable, ehildren

were admínistered the Intelleetual-Achievement Responsibility

Questionnaire (Crandall, Katkovsky and Crandall, L955 ¡ seê

Appendix H). This questionnaire was chosen because it appears

to have advantages over other scales designed to measure

individualrs beliefs about control of reinforcers. Other

scales have been criticized for including items that describe

reinforcers in a number of motivational and behavioural areas

thereby implying that a generalized expectancy for control

of reinforcers exists. The Intellectual-Achievement
i

,

i

i

!:,:..ì

::::.::i,r'
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Responsibility Questionnaire (fnn) is aimed at assessing

children's belief in reinforcement responsibitity in

intellectual-aeademic achievement situations. Its use in

this study seemed. advantageous since the experimental tasks

are acad.emic in nature. The TAR also differs from other

assessment methods in that it samples an equal number of

positive and negative events and separate subscores are

obtainable for beliefs in internal responsibility for success

and for failure.
The questionnaire was presented orally (as the authors

recommend) to groups of children in a classroom, The children

were given a test forn so that they could read the items

simultaneousty with the oral presentation, and could mark

their answers on the test forrn. The instructions asked each

child to pick the answer "that best describes what b?ppens

to you and how you feel" (Crandall et al., L965, P, 9B).

After each question was read children were told "now answer

the question. " Ihe children were told that there were no

right or wrong answers and that their responses would not

be given to anYone at their school'

Expectangy for s-uccesg. This variable was assessed in

a manner similar to that used by Masters and Furman (t926),

Children were asked to circle one number on a ten-point scale

that told how well they thought they were going to do on the

problems (see Appendix I), Specifically, they were toldr

f would like to know how well you think
you will do on these problems. If you were
earning points for doing these problems-how
many põiñts do you think you would earn?
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You can choose from one to ten points. Ten
is the highest number of points you can get
and one is the lowest number of points you
can get. Would you put a circle around the
number of points you think youtd earn.

Following completion of the problems, they were asked how

well they thought they rvoul-d do if asked to work another

set of similar problems.

Apuraisal of the task, Seven point Likert Scales were

used. to assess childrenrs appraisal of the task. Pre-testing

these scales determined that with practice and with very

explicit instructions ehildren eight years of age and older

understood the concept of the scales. Thus, each child

practiced three scales before completing the actual dependent

neasures. The scales assessed the child's Qpinion of the

difficulty level of the task and the degree to which the

child enjoyed the task, found. the task interesting and

wanted. to work on it. See Appendix I for the wording of

the anchor points on the Likert Scales.

![fec.!. This variable was assessed in a manner sinilar

to that used by Cantor (L9?2) and Siebold (f97f). A Likert,

Scale of five faces ranging in affect from very happy to,

very sad (with the middle being a "neutral faee") was shown

to each child (see Appendix J). Each child was asked "whieh

face is most like the way you feel now?r'

Persis:bence variables, To examine persistence in the

experimental situation, the total time spent working from

the minute the child attempted the first problern to the

minute the child indicated that he or she was finished was

:..'
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recorded. The child's on-task behaviour was also recorded

with an event recorder. Time on-task was d.efined as

looking at the problem and marking answers on the answer

sheet. AI1 other behaviours (e.g., looking around the

room, out of seat, singingn irrelevant chatterr playing

with the papers) were considered off-task behaviour"

Twenty-two children were observed by a second rater during

the testing sessj-on. Tl" experimenter and the observer

used. different pens on the event recorder to record

on-task behaviour. The ratings of the experimenter and

the observer were used to obtain a reliabifity check on

the independent rater" For each child, the total number

of problems attempted and the number of problems attempted

successfully was also recorded.

. Achievement leveI. Estimates of chi-ldrenrs achievement

level rr¡as obtained from teachers. Teachers were asked to

rate each child as either an above-averager ârI averaget

or a below-average student based on performaRce in the

classroom" This data provided a covariate to determine

if children of varied. achievement leve1s lvere differentially

effected by setf-instructíonal statements.

Exnerimenters

The writer tested 48 children in the total sample of 98

children" A female grad.uate stud.ent experienced in working

with ehildren was hired to test the othep 50 children.

Each of the two experimenters tested approximately an equal

number of children in each condition. The observer was a
Ì:*ìa.:..,tt¡: I

I .i .--. :. i.



female undergraduate student who did not interact with the

children.

Exoerimental and Generalization Tasks

There were two problen-solving tasksr an arithmetic i.",

task and a spetling task. Two tasks were chosen to enhance

the generality of the findings. During the experimental

phase half of the subjects i-n each condition worked on the i,,.'r,:::',,',i,
l.i'r.:¡,t:;.

arithmetic task and the other half of the subjects lforked "''
.:.i:t..i-.r : . ::

on the spelling task. For the arithrnetic task, the ,,':,'¡:.,',:,'.

experinenter devised B0 problems involvl-ng additiôn and

subtraction of whole numbers. For the spelling task, the

experimenter chose four worrds per ltemt one of the word.S 
l

on eaeh card was misspelled. The child. was required to 
I

I

ìcircle the misspelled word. 
I

Pre-testing with items similar to those from thã
l

Metropolitan Àehievenent Test (Forn F and Form H), from the

Wide Range Achievement Test, and. frqm the Canadian Test of
', -,_:',,:

Basic Skills deternined an appropriate pool of items. In :'.-1,;,ri".;¡

general, the problems were of average difficulty. (see

Appendix K for sample problems). The problems were

mimeogfaphed on B in. x lL in. paper and then cut into

packages so that each child had an identical package of

probLems.

To test the effects of the dlfferent conditions on

generalizatÍ.on, subjeets who worked the arithrnetlc task

while repeating their self-statement worked on the spelling ,.,:..¡.,.1.
ir,¡,¡,,r.,i,,,,,
ia . ..'.-

'I ,;-.',: 1:.1 1r'
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task during the generalization period¡ those who worked on

the spelling task first were assigned the arithrnetic task

second.

i,::'::,:'.

i:.-::.r:¡
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RESULTS

Rater ReliabiIitY

To d.eternine rater reliability of on-task behaviour

during the experimental and generalization sessions,

Pearson r correlation eoefficients were eonputed between

the on-task times reeorded for each subject by the

experimenterandtheobserver.Fortheexperimental
situation, rater reliability was .99. For the

Generalization situation rater reliability was '99' The

strength of these relationships may reflect the faet that

few subJects deviated from task at all'

Variable Seleetion

Theperslstencevariablesforwhlchdatawere

eoLleeted lnclud'ed (1) total tirne spent working' Q\''totaL

on-tasktime,(3)numberofprob1emsattempted,and
;

(4) number of problems correct. These data were collected

for both the experimental and general-ization tasltsr '

variables (I) and' (2) and variables (3) and (4) correlated

highly with eaeh other on both tasks (see TabLe l-) ' In the

nultivariate analysis of variance highly correlated

d.ependent variables result in redundant informatlon,

reduce poyrer of the testr â'rld the likelihood of finding

sigrrlficantresults.Ihus,toavoidthisproblemof

'multicollinearityr" variable (1) and variable (3) Yrere

used as d.ependent measures of task persisteneet whereas,

variables Q) and (4) were not'

iii!i::i:i;



Table I
Correlations of Persistence Variables and Covarïates of Internal Orientation (f¡'f) and Ability

Correlation liatrix

1)Time Worked
Experimental
m^ ^'Ì-ad.Þ|!

2)Time on-task
Experimental
Task .99

3) Problems
attempted
Exper. Task ,?a

4) Problems
C orrect
Exper. Task ,62

5)Time worked
Generalizati on
Task ,69

6)Time on-task
Generalizat ion
Task ,6^

7 ) Problems
atternpted
Gener. Task ,59

B ) Problems
Correct
Gener, Task ,56

9) rAR ,22
ro)Ability .10

I ime
ilorked
Exper.
Task

I. 00

Time
on-task
Exper.
Task

Problems
attempted
Exper.
Task

l. 00

20

.ov

.69

.6e

.60

,57
,22
,10

Problems
Correct
Exper.
Task

Time
llorked
Gener.
Task

1. 00

o'7

fime
on-task
Gener,
Task

ri. rri

(?

.53

<o

'Q
- ,02

Problems
at t er,rpt ed
Gener.
Task

Ì. 00

lL<

.46

I

,58
.3L

-. 08

.ll l'ì

ll;:.ì-. rl

Problems
i orrect iAR Abi lit¡r
3ener.
Task

1. 00

oo

?o

,?6
2?

,07

t. 00

.q0

1.7

,2.3
.07

1. 00

oo
,a)

-. 0t

l. 00
,27

-, 06
I. 00
-.25 1. 00 \

{̂v
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Self-Instructional-Training and Task Persistence

Experimental_ Task

To test hypothesis Ia the multivariate analysis of

covariance test contrasted total time spent working and

number of problems attempted for the four experimental

groups with the "attention-control" group, The Covariates

includ.ed lvere Ability and Internal 0rientation" The

multivariate test showed that the groups differed on these

two persistence measures at the .06 level of significance,

E(g,1Bo) = L.g|, p 1,o6 (see Table 2), The univariate

F tests for each variable determined significant findings

at, a lower level of probability. For the dependent

variable of time workeci F(4,91) = 3.06L, p ¿,oZ (see

Table 2). For the dependent variable of number of problems

complet"d L(4,9L) = ).078, pZ,o2 (see Table 2),

Hoteltingrs Tz tests were used for post-hoc probing of

specific group differen""=.I Based on hypothesis Ia and on an

inspection of the group means (see Table 3) the following nine

orthogonal comparisons among groups were made: all groups

were compared. separately with the "attention-control" group;

the competency group was compared separately with the affect

group, the task group and the choice group; the affect group was

compared separatety with the task group and the choice group.

: : ..:'

l¡.ft rnultivariate änalyses of variance and' Hotelling's Tz
tests were done using Version V of Finn's (L976) -fvn¡If IVARIANCE
program. Both multiüariate and univariate F ratios are
i;epõrted. Where the multivariate test is insignificant,
univariate F ratios are given for the readers information only.
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Summary of the

Persistence on

Source

Treatment Grouo

Rao's multivariate

Univariate F tests
Time workecl
Problems attemPtecl

lable 2

I'lul-tivariate AnaIYs is

the Experimental Task

F test B, Bl0

oll Covariance for

ot ìl
!T

4,9L
4,91

L, 94

3 .06
3. 0B

. a56

,02
.02

t...
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Table )

t/leans (Standard Deviations) for Time Worked and Problems

Attempted for each Treatment Group on the Experimental

Task

Competency group

Affeet group

Task group

Choice group

Control group

Time in seconds

z\t+ (536)

646 (190)

3e3 QeB)

49? Q6B)

6L4 (44e)

Problems attempted

57 (55)

36 (22)

2Lþ (20 )

30 (L?)

3e (26)

!, i'
i.ll':

.r:;:..:
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None of the groups differed significantly from the

"attention-control" group on either the multivariate or

univariate post-hoc tests (see Tab1e l+). Howeveb,

post-hoc comparisons of the competeney group with the

affect, task, and choice conditions produced some signifi-

cant results, The multivariate test for differences

between the competency and the affect group was not

significant; however, the univariate post-hoc tests

d.etermined that the two groups differed signifieantly on

number of problems attempted, F(1,91) = l+,+9?, pL,04

(see Table 4). Post-hoe comparisons of the competency

group with the task and. choice groups d.etermihed that the

cornpetency group differed significantly from these other

two groups on both the multivariate and univariate

measures (see Table 4).

Comparison of the affeet group with the task group

produced no significant multivariate effects; however,

the univariate tests determined that the groups differed

significantly according to time spent working'

Comparison of the affect group wíth the choiee group

produced no significant post-hoc multivariate or univariate

tests (see Table 4),

I



Post-hoc Comparisons of
?i{otell-inq's T" tests.

Conparison

Competency vs. Control
Affect vs. Control
Task vs. Control
Choice vs. Control
Affect vs. Competency
Task vs. ComPetencY
Choice vs. ComPetency
Task vs. Affect
Choice vs. Affeci

treatment group

iiultivariate
F test

table 4

differences

df I

2 r9o
2,90

on the experimental task using

p

ilniva.r'iate
F test

T lrne worked

li. s.
li.>.
l;. ù.
i{. s.
ii. ù.
,005
,02
t\. ò.

5.5?
l+.2o

oï F]

i.tr. s

l' 9l
I'91
1, 91

p

I'l .S.
N. S.
t{. s.
N. S.
t{. s.
.002
.01
.04
Ì'Í. S.

Univariate
F test

Problems attenptecl

9.57
6. ç4
4. L5

cf
I, 91 3.29

ñ

1,gr +,5
r, gI r0.31
lolloQLt/L ! . / r

,07
j\..>.

II.S.
.04
.001
. 005
11 e

:\I. S.

'' ''.':

lrr
N
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Generalization Task

To test hypothesis lb the multivariate analysis of

covariance test contrasted total time spent working and

number of problems attempted for the four experimental gfoups

with the attention-control group. The covariates were

Ability and Internal Orientation. The multivariate test

showed the groups differed significantly on the dependent

measures as a set, F(BrrB0) = z,Lll, pZ,Ol+ (see Table 5).

For the variable of time worked the univariate test was

F(4r9f) = 2,t*6, p1,O5. For the problems attempted variable

the univariate test was F'( 4r9I) = L,l+?, p1,2L,

Post-hoc probing of specific group differenees was done

using Hotellingrs T2 tests. Based on an inspection of the

group means (see Tab}e 6) the gtroups contrasted for the

generalization task were the same as those contrasted for

the experimental task (see Table ?), Again, there *""" to

significant differences between the attention-eontrol group

and any of the four experimental gfoups contrasted separately

for either the multivariate or univariate tests.
)

The Hotellingts T' test also determined that no

signifieant difference existed between the competeney gfoup

and the affect group; although, in the univariate situation

the groups differed significantly in nurnber of problems

attempted F(1,91) = 4.+g? , P1,03?. This result is similar

to that found for the experimental task. The competenc¡r

and task groups differed significantly on the set of variables'

multivariate f (2r90) = 3,8?¡ Pa"02. In addltion, the

iî ll.:i :

.::rit" :i

: ttij.:.jì
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Table 5

Summary of the iriultivariate Analysis of Covariance for

Persistence on the Generalizaiu:-on Taslc.

S ourc e drlp
Treatment 9roup

Ra.o's multivariate F test l"lBO z,Ll+ ,03

Univariate F tests
'l'1me worlr-ed
Problems attemptecl

4,gL 2 ,46 .05
4,gL L,4? ,27

r:-.'j-.,,,,
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Table 6

Means (Stand.ard Deviations) tor lime Vlorked and Problems

Attempted for each Treatment Group on the Generalization

Task

Competency group

Affect Group

Task group

Choice group

Control group

Time in seconds

58? (lþ1)

508 (23L)

j4? (248)

42o (233)

vts (26?)

Problems Attempted

48 (¿t'l )

27 (r9)

26 (2L)

T (]3)

3t+ (26)

.j:



Post-hoc Comparisons of
2i{otel-ling's T' tests.

C ornparis on

Competency vs. Control
Affect vs. Control
Tasl< vs, Control
Choice vs. Control
Af f ect vs. Competenc¡l
Task vs. Competency
Choice vs. Cornpetency
Task vs. Affect
Choice vs. Affect

treatment rrroLrp

lTultivariate
! test

Table 7

differences on the eeneralizati on task usins

,lF :1
U. J.

¡1t\
1, 91 2,29

il
l.i!!

2,go 2,50
2,9O 3,.,97 .
2 ,90 2,56
2 ,go 3,86 .

2 ,9A 3,60

_v.

Univariate
-q *ac{-

Tine rvorkeci

CrI :i' ll

r,91 3,39 .07
rl õ
!\ . J.

|ì.s.
ti. s.
ii. s.

I, gt 7,82 .006
t, g1 5.04 . 02
1,91 3.6+ .06

TI. S.

10
.s.
,s.
08
o2
OB
02
o3

Univariate
F -l-ac'l-

Fr'õblens attemoteC

oi i D_:-:- :-

i\.s.
\Ì:r a I ¡

.,t. s.
it1\.>.

1, gf 4,L6 .04
1,91 4,79 .0J

it. s.
ì.{. s.
r,j . ò.

o\
ts
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univariate test for time worked was F(Lr9L) = 7,82,

p<"006 and the univariate test for problems atternpted

was F( Ir gl) = lr,?9, pZ,o3. This result is also similar:

to that found on the experimental task. The multivariate

post-hoc test for differenees between the competency and

choice groups was not significant¡ although the univariate

test was significant.for time worked, F(1,91) = J,o4,

p¿-,03, This is in contrast to a significant multivaria.te

finding on the experimental task.

Compari-son of the affect group with the task group

produced a significant multivariate finding, F(2,90) =

),854, p¿,OZ and univariate finding for time worked. of

F(1,91) = 3.63?, þ1,06.
Comparíson of the affeet group with the choice

group produced, a significant multivariate test, F(2'90) =

3.60?, p4"03 but no significant univariate findingé.

Thus, the comparj-sons of the affect group with

the task and choice groups produeed. slightly d.ifferent

results in the generalization situation than the

experimental situation. The findings will be discussed' ,

in detail later in the manuscript.

Internal Ori-entation (IAR) ' Ability'
and.Task Persistence l

I

Experimental_ Task

A regression analysis using the two predictor variables
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of Ability and Internal Orientation determined that a

significant relationship existed between the predictors

combined and the criterion variables of task perslstencet

F(4n1BO) = ?,Bg¡ Þ <.QZ (see Table B). The total percentage

of variation in dependent variables accounted for by the

predietors was 6,0/o, L step-wise regression analysed the

contrlbution of eaeh predictor variable to the criterion

variables. Adding internal orientation to the regression

equatlon produced a significant findingn F(2'91) = 3,893'

þ1,02, However, the eontribution of the ability variable

alone was not significant, F(2'90) = 1. gt+s, p<,L5,

Generalization Task

¡. regression analysis using the predictor variables of

.å,billty and Internal ,Orientation determined that no signifieant

relationship existed. between the predictors eombined and the

críterion variables of task persistencee F(l+r180) = 2.27,

p¿"06, However, the step-wise regfession analyzing the

contribution of each independent variable determined that

internal orlentation accounted for a signifieant percentage

of the variation in depend.ent variables, T(209L) = 3,26),

p¿,o4, whereas ability dld not (see Tabl-e 9).

Self-Instructl-onal Training, Expecta4g,v for Sucgess.

Alfect" and Appraisal

Pre:perSormance

.â,s a test of hypothesis 2a, the five treatnent groups

were compared. following eelf-instructional tralnlng for
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Table B

Stepvrise l'íuJ-tiple Iìeqression Analysis for association of

Internal Orientation (f¿,e) and Abitity and Task Persistence:

Experimental Task.

Test of Association between rlependent and inciependent variables

Total Percentage of variation in
df F p deoenclent variable acsQ d for

Çi8=õ T:îE :õ2

Adding variable IAiì to the regression equation:

dfFpTÆ Tîq :oz

Vaqiable df ll!åvariate F p df Step Down F p

Time workecl f-,92 11" Bl .Oi L,9?- 4. Bl ,O)
Problems

attempted Lr92 ?,87 .006 L,92 2,BB .09

Adding variable Ability to the regression equation: -.

ct1 rT;ñ Tsí
V.a.riable df Univariate F p df Step Down F p

Time v¡orked L,9L 2,68 . 10 I,9L 2,68 . Io
Problems

attempted L,9L29 , 59 1, 9l L,zo '27

p
tLt
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Table 9

Stepwise I'.uIti.lrIe iìe,gressi.on Analysis for association

between In'berna,l Orientation (f¡.4) and Ability and Task

Persi.stenr: e : General iz'ation Task

Test of As;s;ocia.ti.on beLween dependent and independent variables

Total percentage of variation in
df il il denendent variable.s accounted for

E;mõ ñ .06

Aclding variable TA.R to the regression equation:

dfFp
T. a\ 3:7ß .õ4ç, lL -/.-

Varial:Ie clf Univari¿lte F p df Step Dot'¡n F p

Time worl<ed L,qZ 5,47 ,OZ L,92 5,+7 ,Oz
Problems

attemptecJ L,qz (t,20 . Ol L,92 L,05 ,3L

Aclding variable Ability to the regression equation: ''

rlf Il\41

-) o^ i- ?"at /\r L. )J

Variable df Uni.¡ariate _F p df Þtep Down F p

Time rvorked I,91 1.80 .18 IrgL I. B .18
Problems

attempted 1,91 o.zL .65 1,9r ,87 ,35

D

.ao

:aa:.:.'.
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differences in expectancy for success' appraisal of task,

and affeet, A multivariate analysis of covariance with six

dependent r¡ariables and two covariates was performed. The

dependent variables ineludeds (1) expectancy for success

(Z) perceived ease of task (3) pereeived difficulty level of

tast<fþ) perceived likeability of task(5) number of problems

subject felt they wanted to do(6) subject's rating of their

affective state. The covariates were Internal Orientation

and Âbi|íty. Às is seen in Table 10 the analysis did not

produce any significant results for this set of depend'ent

neasures , F(24r290) = 0 ,8L?, 91,7L5. The relationship

between the covariates and the dependent measures will be

discussed. Iater.

Post-gerformance

Following performance on the experinental task the five

treatment groups yrere conpared for differences in expectancy

for success, view of taskr âñd affect. The multivariate

analysis of covariance was sirnilar to that used' for the

pre-performance data. .A.s is seen in Table 11 the g¡.oups

did not show significant differences on this set of six

d.ependent measures, L(z+ ¡29o) = ,g29, P {. 562'

he-pg!:f ormance

A regression analysis examined the relationship of two

predietor variables, Ability and Internal 0rientation' to

and Àbilitv With R

Expectancy fo¡r Success. Âffect, and Appraisal of Taslt
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Table 10

Summary of the Flultivariate Analysis of Covariance for

Cognitive and Affective Variables Measured Pre-performance

Source Fdf

Treatmeg! Group

Rao's multivariate F

Univariate F tests
Expectancy
Ease of Task
Difficulty of Task
l,ikeability of Task
Number of Problems

S wanted to do
Affective State

test 24,28)

l+ r86
4,86
4,86
4,86

4 186
4,86

,?8

L,L2
,37
,26
,46

,73
, ZL+

,?6

.32
,89
,90
,77

,57
,92

Note. The respective means (an4 standard deviations) for
ïn"-ðo*päi""ðv group are: .8.l. (r.5) , 5,4 (1.4) , 2,? (t:6) 

't'.'t ii.õ),- i:i ir.i) , r+,5 (0.6).- rhe respective-mgals (and
étá"àã"á' å"íiãt iõ"á i 'ro"" the Ai'f ect group are ! . ? '? (z' o ) '+,g (r.7), 2,6 (r.3), 4.8 (2,2), 5t5 (1.5)' 4.+ (O,t). The
råápàðtiíé rrêans (ãn¿ standard deviatigns). for !nç_Task
ãrãüp ^"", B.l-e-,'z), 5,j (r.9), 2,3 (L,7),.5,6 (1.8),
t:i (2,L) , 4,4 (0. ¡). ' ltte respective means (ang standard
áå"iÀiiãÁål io"'trré'choice sroup ?r?t . b,g (z'L), 5'2 (!r'),
J.o-îil6i,' S,ã- (r.B), 5,2 (1.9)-, ,4,4 J0.7)' The respective
írà""" (aná Standard deviations) for the Control grouP are:
ä.I^'lr.¡Ï, !,1 d.il' ?.'? (1.8), 5,2 (2,0), 5,8 (1'1),
4,3 (0.7) .

fì.i:r|<:j
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Summary of the

Cognitive and

Source

Table 11

l'lultivariate Analysis of Covariance for

Affective Variables measured post-performance

6B

pFdf

Treatment- .Group

Rao's Multivariate F test

Univariate F tests
Expectancy
Ease of Task
Difficulty of Task
Likeability of Task
Number of problems

S wanted to do
Affective State

24,28)

l+ r86
4,86
4,86
4,86

4,86
Llr r86

,98

,6?
l. B0
L, 07

,73

,39
.81

,49

,62
.14
,38
,57

,82
,52

Note. The respective means (.an.q standard deviations) for
ffi-cotnp"i*""y group are! B.þ.(2,0), 5,2 (2,L), 2,8 (l.B),
5.8 (r.3), 5.i (r.a), 4,2 (1.0): The respeetive^means (?.d
átá"àá"á'á"íiãtiõtt*)'rot tÈe Affect sroup are: B.l (L,6),
5,L (2,0), 2.L (L,2), 5,8 (t.4¡ , 4,? (r.B), +,2 !r.9). The
íespectiíó means (and standard deviatigns).fo{ thg_Task
Fãüp-";"' 8.4 {i"-l), 5,9 (L,?),2,2 (r.B),.5,9 (L,5),
\,t iz,z) , 4, 5 ( o. 6 ) . The respective mean'.s ("Pd standard
áå"iàii;"å) rár the choice groùp ?re! .7,9-,(2,0), 5,9 (L,5),
à,? (2,0),' 5,9 (L,5), ¿l.B (i,?)-, 4,5 (0.8). The respective
means (and standard deviations) for the Control grogP arel
B.l (1.ii, 5,i (L,5), 2,? (1.8), 5,2 (?,0),.5.8 (1.1),
4,3 (0. ?).
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the sïx cognitive and affective dependent variables measured

after self-instructional rehearsal but prior to performance.

The analysls determined that no significant açsociatíon

existed between the set of predictor variables and the set

of criterion variables , F( l-z 0l:62) = ,9? , p < . þ8, The

step-wise regression analysing the contribution of each

predietor variable alone determined that neither Internal

Qrientation nor Ability had. any significant association

with any of the dependent measures.

Post-performance

A regression analysis examj-ned the relationship of

two perdictor variables, Ability and Internal orientation,

to the six cognitive and affective variables measured after

performance on the experimental task. No significant

association existed between the set of predictor an¿'

criterion variables, E(fz cL62) = .l+?, p<,96' In addition,

nelther predictor variable when analysed separately in a

step-down fashion made a significant eontrlbution to the

criterion measures.

Expectancv for Suecess, Affect, and Àppraisal of Task

as Pred-åctors of Task Persistenee

To test hypothesis 2b, nultiple regression analyses

examined the relatlonship between pre-perfornance measures

of expectancy for suceess, affect, view of task, and

measures of task persistence. l A regression analysls was

t'l¡tt'regression analyses vrere done using Nie et alrs
(]-9?5) sPss Computer Program.
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eonducted separately for the depend.ent variabie of time

worked and for the dependent variable of problems attempted.

Tige Worked

In this analysis the criterion variable was time

worked on the experimental task" lhe predictor variables

werer (1) expectancy for success (EXP) (2) affect

(f l pereeived ease of task (þ) likeability of task (5) number

of problems subjects wanted to do (iuonn) (6) perceived

diffieulty of task (Ofnf). The multiple regression analysis

determined. a multiple eorrelation coefficient of ,25 which

was not statistieally significant (see Table LZ), Therefore,

as a set, the independent variables were not predictive of

time worked. The step-down F tests analysing the

contribution of each independent variable deterrnined that

Expectancy was a eignificant predietor of time workeä,

I(6191) = 2.22t p<,oS (see Table LzI .

AddingIÂRandabi1itytotheregressionequation
produced a nultiple R of ,32t however, this was also not

statlstically significant. The step-down f tests for thls
I

set of variables produced a significant finding for IAR',

F(8r89) = 3.8?, p1,05, but not for expectancy (see Table 13).

Problens .A.ttempted

In this multiple regression analysis the crlterion
variable was number of problems attempted. The predictors

yfere the same variables as those listed above in the

regression analysis for tlme worked. The analysls produced
:,.:,.j tr:
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Ta-blc Lz

ir'iultiple iìe¡;ress ion Ànalysis f or Tine i{orked

Variable iiultinle P. Simole R

Cornposi te

ArI ecï
Ì1.¡ n!) i'- It

Ease
Lilce
Iiore
tJ111

altrl

. oI.)

. 16l
, L6L

1')ô

. ?.02.
, Z),,t

. oLg

.L56
-,o22

,025
. u'1 I

, LL3

E

ôî<

. OOI
222

,20s
,290

L, ?2
L. ',))

p

l.l

IJ. S.
<,05
li. s.
II.S.
t1 . ').
i'i. s.

t,
Il .s.

Analt¡si.s of Variance
Regression
Residual

i.;ean Square-ffi,"-6-
L72298.93

-c

.985
oï--'7

oql

,i:i1:r:
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1'a.b l-e Lj

liul-ti-pJ-e lìeflrer;si on .{nalysis for Tj-rne 'forked Aciding IÀR
arrd Abilit¡r

C ornpos it e

Affect
;t )<- I)
Ease
Lil<e
i',îore
Diff
IAR
Ability

iiu.l-tiple R

a-, )¿.

Õ2

,L6
.L6
"L7
.20)(, (-)
,)L.\2
, )"

Simnle R :-

L,256

^1 
2

1.023
. +()¿
,228

L, )64
r.613
).i\(+

.653

,02
" I(r

- ,02
,\))
.08
.11
.23
. o/+

p

I,i, s.

iJ"S.
1lt -1\ . ,).
t,¡ . ù.
i{.s.
Ît ñ
r'.1 ! ,) .
r.T C

a, 05
1? õ
L\ ¡ ,) ¡l

pl
t{. s.

A-nalysis of Varja-4ce
Regression
Residual

l,lean Square F_mj:Tj- 
1.256

L6B5?6.2L

df
()

B9

i;Ì ll.r :
i'f r.::
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a multiple R of .3I whieh was not statisti-eaLly significant
(see Table 14). Aceording to the step-down F tests'
Expectancy as an independent predictor was significantly
assoclated with number of probLeme attenpted' F(6'91) =

6,113, p ('05 (see Tabte 14).

Âdding Il.R and ability to the regression equatlon

produced a Mu1tiple R of .40 which was statistieally

significant, F(8'89) = 2,L5t 91,05. The step-down F tests

deternined that expeetaney, F(B'89) = ).42¡ p <.05, and

IÂR, f (BrS9) = 6,?9, p <,05, were signifieantly assoeiated

with the eriterion variable of problems attempted (see

labl-e LS),

fnternal Orientation (IÂR). Persistence.

and Treatment Group

As it was noted above Internal Orientation coniributed

a significant proportion of the variance to persistence '

measures on both the experimental and generaLization tasks.
t,.:.... 

:..:,.¡

Tables B and 9 present the regfession analyses f or these , 
'1,', tt. 

'

variables. labl-e I presents the correlations between the i:t';it..
.. '.:

d.ependent neasures of persistence and the covariates of

I.â,R and ability.
To test hypothesis 3 the eorrelations between IÄR and ,,.-..,

li.j-..:r r:-,.r,

measures of persistence within each treatment group were

examlned (see Table 16). The eorrelatlons withln the
:

competency group are all signifieantly dlfferent from zero 
i

at the .e5 leve1 of significance. ([he critlcal value of 
i.::¡., j.i;,

'lì'l;1'-:ì::':'1'
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Table 14

i''rultiple ììegressioir Analysis f or Problems Atternpted

Variable

C ompos i'b e

Affect
Exp
Ease
Like
I.iore
uti ï

i,Jultinle R

?l
. )L

r\,)
o \) ))^
..r\)

)(
tL.)

^^/ .-)
4"..
ô^,¿Y
?'t

. )L

Simple R

-,03
t^

,t3
,L2
. (.,r :i

I
L, 64L

,052
6,1+25

.052
,6?o

n/¿o

L, )a

TJ

l.i. s .

ii, s.<^<
N. S.
l.l. s.
¡.f c{i,l . ù.
i{. s,

p
I'l . Þ.

Analvr;i.s of Varia.nce
Iìegressicn
lì e s idual

(11--'7
o

91

F
t.64t

1o¿{.4, o9

il.
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Tzr'ble 15

l,lul-tio,l-e Reqressì,oi'r Àna.1-¡rs; i s f oi: Problems Attemptecl Adding

IAR and Ability

Variable

Cornposite

Affect
Exp
Ease
Like
iÍiore
Diff
IAR
Ability

Ì1ultiple iì

, LpO

,03
,20
c(

e¿-,)

20a.¿ /

20
at< 1

,37
t, ^. ¿lt)

.40

Simrrle R

-, 01
.20
,L3

12

,08
-,L6

,29
-. 08

ñ
-

2, -tr|?

,004
),42+

,235
.387
,007

L,749
6.?86

.Lgs

p

¿,05

ii. s.
<,05
Ì'I. S.
t{.s.
N. S.
tJ. s.
105
t{. s.

p
<,05

Analysis of Variance
Regress ion
Res iriual

ir'lean Square
)-1 20 <.7aLç/t)í

9er. 66

F
2,T47

oï---ã
,.)

8q

i.;i;:,.:t;.:
ii. ..:.ì.!i,:
I ; .1::j::
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Tabl-e L6

anri Persisteirce I,leasures 1'lithinCorrela.tions of IAR

Trea.tment Groups

C onrlle t ency
Group

Affect
Group

Task
Group

Choice
Group

Attenti on
Control Group

T 
^ì)_L-È11\

1-Ál)i- ltr\
T^ÐInrr
IAR

TÀI)

iAR
IAR
IAR

IAR
IAR
IAR
T r\D
_L.'t!\

and Time E
and Problems
a.nd T ime G

a.nci Problems

ancì Time E
ancl Problems
and Time G

and Problerns

and Time E
and Problems
and Time G

an<1 Problems

!1

f\tr

<1

.50
(Q

,a)
,U)

-. 08
l'l

,30
,37
2o

,+L

t^

. o¿l
,02
.08

,o5
.lB
.r4

-,02

IAR and Time E
IltP, a.nd Problems
IAil and Ti me G

IAR and Problems

IA'iì and Time E
IAR and Problems
IAR and Time G

IAR and Problems

Time E = time
Problems E =
Time G = time
Problems G =

\Ái orked
problerns

worl<ed
problems

on the experimental task
attempted on the experimental task

on the generalizati,on task
attempted on the generalization task
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the eorrelation coefficient whlch must be obtained in order

to reject the hypothesis that the poputation correlation

is zero is ,t+tÐB for a sample with 18 degrees of .freedom).

fhe correlations in alL of the other gtroups are not

signifieantly different from ?'ero,

Ät first glance, these data night appear to be a

sufficient test of hypothesis 3. Howeverr it may not be

wise to assume that the population correlation coefficient

between IAR and persistenee ls zero. There may be at

least a small positive correlation between internal

orlentation and task perslstence. Thereforer a more

eonservative test of the hypothesis wouLd be to contrast

the various treatment groups with each other. l

Contrasts between the cornpetency and affect groups

d.etermined signifieant differences in the eorrel-atio¡

ooefficients between ILR and tine worked. and' IÂR and problems

attempted on the generalization task but not on the

experlmental task, Contrasts between the competeney and

task groups produced no significant differenees' Contrasts

between the competency and choice g¡.oups determined

signifieant differences in the correlation coefficients

between IAR and time worked on the experimental- task and

also between I.A.R and tirne worked and IAR and problems

lTeste of Sig¡lificance for Correlation Coefficients
fotlowed the proõã¿r,"" outlined by {!ugh, {.T' Stalist:lcsr

r'-:t-:

i -: ¡.'..
the essentialã fgllgE-earch, John Wlley
I

Sons, Inc. ¡
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attempted on the generalization task. Finally, contrasts

between the competency and control group produeed a

significant difference for only the correlations between

rAR and probrems attempted on the generarization task. 
,,,,r..,.,.,1

Comparisons between any other groups (e.g. affect and task, ;'1';:'::::'

task and choiee, task and control) produced no significant

results. In summary' the data do not provide clear
, 
: j: 

. : . . t 

^ 

. . , r ,, . , 
,-

evidence for hypothesis 3t although, there appear to be ,',,.,,,i,,t,

some interesting trends. :-,::., :-:,,',.:

Choice olÞtatement as a Function of

Internal 0rlent-ation

Among 2I children who were allowed to select a self-

instructional statement Seven children chose a eompetency

statement, IO ehose an affect statement, and four chose a task

statement. More specifically, among those who selecied

eompetency statements three children chose to repeat 'Ifm
doing my bestr" three ehildren chose to repeat "I can do 

r:.:,.,.,.1,,,,.,-

thi-Sr" and one Child choSe *Irm dOing gOOd work." AmOng thOSe r',.':','.','.:".:

who selected an affect statement seven children chose to repeat ,.,i.'.'1,t,,:r-r:i-:: i:: :: -'

rrI feel happyr" two chose "I feel great." In the task

group two children chose to say "This is excitingr" one

chose "This is interesting," and one chose "This is 
i;,.,rr,,,,,..,

important,, (see Table L? for a breakdown of statement '''rir'r; :^:

chosenandsexofchi1d).Totesthypothesis4concerning
choice of statement and IAR a one-way analysis of variance

contrasted the mean IA.R scores of the three groups. The 
,:,:..,.;,..,.,.
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Table L7

Breakdorvn by Sex of Child and Statement

Competencv Boys Girls Total

f am cloing my best 2 1 3
I can do this
I am doinc gooci worl< I

Affect

I feel happy
I feel terrific
I feel great

Task

Titis is irnportant
Thi s is interestiir:1 I
This is exciting 2

^ôt)
'l
I

't lt /7
)-l

Il
I
?

3L4

3+?
1I2
l1
5510
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result of the analysis was not significant, F(2rlB) = 1.06,

p>.05 (see Table lB).

SupplementarY Analyses

SeIf-fnstruct ional Traini Task Persistence and Sex

of Subiect

Expegimental Task, A Jxz multivariate analysis of

variance with a 5 level group factor and a 2 level sex factor

was used to examine task persistence as a function of self-

instmction and sex of subject. The dependent variables

were time worked and number of problems completed' The

results sholved that the main effect for sex of subject and

the interaction of group by sex were not significant.

Generalization Task. A, JxZ multivariate analysis of

variance with a 5 level group factor and a 2 level S.ex of

subjeet factor was used to examine task persistenee aS a

functionofse1f-instructionandsexofsubject.The
dependent variables were time worked and number of problems

I

completed. The results were similar to those for the ,

experimental task¡ that is, neither the main effect for lsex

nor the interaction of group by sex were significant"

Self-Instruct ional Traini Task Persistence and G

of Subiect

Expe,rimental Task. To examine task persistenee aS a

function of self-instruction and grade of subject, a 5x?

mu1tivariateanaIysisofvariancewitha51evelgroup
factor and, a 2 level grade factor was used. Time worked
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lable 18

Summary of Analysis of Variance Cornparinq IAR l"iean Scores

ÀiiOVA Sumrnary TabIe
.: ._ ,,:.1

Soui:ce SS d! i'iS I p :,'1'.,.,

Between 39 2 L9 , 5 I. 06 \ Ì,1. S.
Groups

llithin 330 18 L9,33 
'.:j..:,.:;: 

rGroups ::.::::1:

( errãr, l"::.:',:

Total )69 ?.0 1',',¡,,'':
;_,,r,t; .. 

;1.

JAR i'iiean Scores fq_r each group

Competency

X. 25,t+3

l'T 7

Affect
24,00

10

Task

2L,5

It-{



and number of problems completed were the dependent

variables. The analysis did not produce significant

results for either the main effect for grade or the

interaction of group bY grade.

Generalization Task. To examine task persistenee as

a function of self-instruction and grade of subject a SxZ

multivariate analysis of variance with a 5 level group

factor and. a 2 level gfade factor was used. The d'epend'ent

measures included time worked and number of problems

completed. The results were similar to those for the

experimental task; that is, there were no significant

results for either the main effect for grade or the

interaction of group bY grade.

Exp.erimgnter and Time of Dav Bffeets

0f the 98 subjects in the study the author

(Experimenter A) tested 48 subjects, approximately an

equal number in each treatment group. A co-experimenter

(Experimenter B) tested the other J0 subjeets. Several

analyses were conducted to determine if experimenter

differences had an effect on the various dependent measures

under study.

Approximately half of the subjects in the study were

tested in the morning and half in the afternoon. They were

counterbalaneed, for the most partr across treatment gfoups

but nevertheless several analyses compared the behaviour of

subjects tested in the norning with those in the afternoon.

J
582ä
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Persistence Variables.. A multivariate analysis of

varj-ance compared persistence measures for subjeets run by

Experimenter A with subjects run by Experimenter B and

determined no significant differences in either time worked

or problems attempted on the experimental task, î(2,8?) =

,?II, p2.49 or on the generalization task t F(2r87) = ,952,

p2,39. Time of day also had. no significant effect on the

persistence variables for either task, F(2rB?) = .2I4,

pz.B0B for the experimental task, F(2,8?) = .310, P1,44

for the generalization task.

variate analysis of variance contrasted these variables

measured pre-performance and post-performance for subjects

run by Experimenter A with subjects run by Experimenter B.

The multivariate F test for the pre-performanee measures

was not significant, F(6'Bl) = 1'848, p1'Lo' However'

three of the univariate F tests were statistieally

significant¡ 1) Ease F(I,86) - 4,o5, P1,o5r z) MoRE

F(1,86) = 6,5?, pz.0l, 3) DrFF F(1'86) = 6,02¡ þz,o?,

In general, ehildren tested by Experimenter A tended to

rate the problems as easier and less difficult' and tended

to want to do them slightty more than children tested by

Experimenter B. A test of the interaction between

experimenter differences and. treatment group produeed

no significant findings, multivariate E(Z+,284) = ,64,

Þ2,90,

Affect. and Appraisal of Task. A multi-

For the post-performance measures, the multivariate
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f'test for experimenter differences was also not significant,
F(6'BI) = .898 t p1,5O, In this case, none of the univariate

! tests were statistically significant.
Â multivariate ânalysis of naríance with tine of day

as the group factor produeed. no significant difference for
the set of pre-performance measures, F(6r83) = 1.09r

p1,3? or for the set of post-performanee measures t F(6r83)

= ,989, Pa.43,

i'r " :. -:jì:;',tl.^t:.:) ::: ::'. :
l, : 1 ì1::

'.I
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DISCUSSION

SeIf-Instructi-onal Trainins and

Task Persistence

The first hypothesis regard.ing task persistence and i1,,-,

self-instructional training received limited support. 0n

the experimental task different treatment groups produced

d.ifferent results on the d.ependent measures of task 
:,.,,:,

persistence; Vet, the differences were not arl in the "'
:: :::.'predicted direction. As predicted, the means of the

Competency group were higher than the means of the other

groups¡ although the Competency group was only

signifieantly superior to the Task and Choice groups.

An interesting finding was the high productivity of

the .A.ttention-control group' Behavioural observatiqls

during task performance suggested that children who

fepeated I'b-arr or "two-One" wet.e amused by the pfOCedUre"

For example, some children giggled and some repeated "b-a'
,,t..t,.

in a sing-Song tone of voice. This raises the question as '"':
:.t; ,-.t¡,,
::ll::

r',t,:,t,to whether the effect of this group was due to the

ind.uction of positive affect, As Fry (L975) determined,

induction of a positive affect in children led to a greater

delay in a resistance-to-temptation situation than induction 
:,,,':,

ofanegativeaffect.Mastersand'SantrockGg?6)postu-
lated the importance of affeetive tone in a persistence

situation. This hypothesis regarding the role of positive I

r:ri: i

,.:.:,.
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affect in the attention-control group would appear to be

consistent with the fact that the means of this group are

most similar to the means of the Affect group (see Table 3).

In future research, more attention should be paid to the

way in which children repeat statements, parti-cularIy

"neutral" statements.

Contrary to prediction children in the Task group nere

the Least persistent of all subjects. It waci thought that'

in this persistenee situation, focusing on a positlve aspect

of the task might facilitate continued effort. The contrary

findlng, though, might provide data for generallzation

across situations. Kanfer et al ' (L9?5) discovered that

competency statements were superior to "reductlon of

aversiveness statements" in facititating childrensr toleranee

of the dark. Furthermore, Mischel and Patterson (L9?6)

found that in a passive waitlng situation task-facilitating

instructlons did not enhance delay of gratification¡

whereas, focusing on a potentiaL reward enhaneed delay.

One might eonelude from these data that in both active and

passive waiting situations the reinforeing value of the

task is weak compared to other satisfaetlons an individual

may gain. .A.lso, the attributes that the experimenter

alplies to the situation or task may be at variance wÍth

the beliefs of individual subjects.

The findings regarding the Task group might also be

exp1ainedbytheworkofKendaI1andWi1cox(198o)who

examined the relative efficacy of concrete versus coneeptual
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self-instructional training. Concrete training focused on

the task at hand whereas eonceptual tratning focused on problem

solving in general. Their study with eight to lZ-year-old

problem ehildren found thât the conceptual treatment group 
!:ì ,.j

produeed stronger effects than the concrete treatment group. .,.,,r.','-

The Task group in this study would appear to involve more

eoncrete than conceptual labelling.

It would be interesting to know on what basis children ,,',:,,,

in the Choice eondition seleeted their statement. This 
i'":lr"

lnformation might shed. light on the relatively poor ltf

performanee of this group. Onty four ehildren ehose a
l

taek statement so it cannot be assumed that the group was

filled with a majority of subjects using a relatively

ineffective statement. Obviously one cannot assume that
I

children know a priori what self-instructional techní.ques 
l

motivate then" The relativellf poor performanee of this ,

group might result from several explanations.

Since more often than not children are given instructions 
i.,:i::!,

rather than choices, the effect of 'glving a choíce in this .,,,"
i,,, .., .t.

SitUation rnAy have made the wOfk Seen lesS lmpOrtant. r',t'¡,",'

Children may have perceived their task as more like a game

than a scholastically oriented endeavour, Furthermoret

self-selection may have resulted in greater ownership of i:ì:ii:i:i;

i

responslbtllty for success or fail-ure. under this

circumstanee, additional pressure and tendencies to

self-b1amemayhaveresultedin1oweredperformance.Some

ehildren may have felt, once they started worklng, that the 
¡,:,:or,.

I

*
tr
gl8Tfi
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statement they choose was inconsistent with their actual

perceptions of the task and their own pèrfornence. If
the task was boring or if they felt they ',{ere performing

poorly, children may have felt they erred in their choice

of statement.

Data from the generalization task are interesting

to compare with data from the experimental task. Group

differences were somewhat more apparent on the former

than on the latter, For example, on the generalizati.on

task the Competency and Âffect groups were more clearly

persistent, particularly when contrasted with the Choice

or Task groups. The Affect group produced an especially

stronger showing on the generalization task. Again,

however, neither the Competency nor Affeet groups *"1."

significantly more persistent than the Attention-control

group.

The stronger effects on the generalization task

might result from three possible explanations. First,

they might suggest an "incubation" effect of the training.

Secondly, they might suggest a tendeney to internalize

treatment effects with the passage of time. The third

explanation (and probably the most parsimonious) is that

children who persisted at length on the first task gained.

some self-reinforcement from doing so, and were therefore

t:

1.'

:.
i..

l:l'rr...

::..:. ¡.'
i::: -.t:
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motivated to maintain their persistent behaviour on the

second task, Consistent with this explanation is the

idea that stand.ards set during the first task may have

contributed to demands for persistenee behaviour during

the second task.

In conclusion, the data are by no means clear-cut.

Qne can only speculate that inelusion of a "no-statement"

control group in another study might bolster

support for an hypothesis that Competency and Affect

g3.oups have the most positive effects on task persistenee.

Nevertheless, the data provide suggestive ideas to

consider regarding the nature and content of self-

instructional training. Furthermore, content rnay interaet

wlth a number of other variables.

Meichenbaum (Note 1) has suggested that the nature of

the task may be an inportant variable to conslder in

matching pl-ans to task. While this may be true, it is

also suggested that the nature and content of effective

pl-ans relates to developmental phenomena. With Kindergarten

i:r. r:r
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subjeets, Martin (I9?5) determined that whether a child

verbalizes anything at all may be most important. With

pre-schoolers, Mischel and Patterson (L9?6) found that

elaborated plans were more effeetive than unelaborated

general plans. Returning to the work of Kendall and Wilcox ,',,

(1980) on conceptual and eoncrete self-instructional

training, one can suggest that concrete (elaborated) plans

might be more useful for young children at early stages of

cognitive development. Coneeptual plans stressing problem

sol-ving'in general and self-efficacy would be relatively it:

moreeffectiveforolderehiIdren.conceptuaIp1ans
stressinggenera1self-reinforeingpropertieswou1dinc1ude

competency statements as outlined in this study (e.g., I'm

dolng my best, I,m doing very well). Affeetive plans

might also provide more generalized self-reinforeementr

Expeetancv, Affect. and Appraisal of Task

Hypothesis Za regarding the effects of sel-f-instructional

training on cognitive and affective variables was not

supported. Different treatment groups did not produce

different effects on expectancy, affect, or appraisal of

task either following training or following task performanee.

There are several possible explanations of why the

hypothesis was not supported.. Qne explanation relies on

the nature of the measurement instruments. The children

tend.ed as a group to be quite positive in their ratings.

It is possible that for these children the Likert Scales

were not sufficiently sensitive to degrees of positivlty'

:)' )
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Children as a rule tend to rate more on a two dimensional

scale (good versus bad), rather than distinguish degrees

of positivity or negativity.

Secondly, a one-trial training period may not have

provided adequate time to produce ehanges in pre-established

attitud.es to mathematics and spelting problems" An

unfamiliar task rnight have lent itself better to establishing

different attitudes in a short-term self-instructional

training procedure,

Masters and Furman (tgZ6) found similarly disappointing

results when they attempted to ehange expectancies about

instrumental behaviour by requiring subjects to think about

pleasant or unpleasant thoughts. However, they did find

enhancement on measures of generalized expeetancy. Again,

these findings suggest that task familiarity may pre;.empt

tralning effects.

In sumo the d.ata do not provide evidence regarding

underlying change mechanisms ínvolved in self-instruetional

trainlng. Although some behavioural changes were observed

in persistenee as a function of treatment groupr I1o case

can be made for expectancy, affectr oF appralsal of task

mediatlng these behaviour changes.

Regard.ing hypothesis 2b, expectancy for suceess proved

to be a significant predictor of time 'rYorked and problems

attempted on the experimental task. Positive affect and

positive appraisal of task were not significant predietors

of these perslstence variabLes. Future research on
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self-instructional training might profit from exploration

of expectancy ehange mechanisms.

Internal Orientation, Persistence, and

S-e If- Instruct ignal Training

In general, internal orientation, as measured by the

IÂR, demonstrated a signifieant positive relationship with

measures of persistenee. It seems quite feasible that a

belief in success as a result of personal efforts will

result in greater perseverance towards a goal. In

developing self-instructional training technlques'

therefore, the compatibtlity of content and indlvidual

belief systems warrants conslderation.

Bugenthal et aI. (L977) demonstrated that self-

instructional training was most effective for ehildren who

had a high sense of personal control. Hypothesls 3 i-n

the present stud.y suggested that training whieh emphasizes

personal competéncy would be the best Ífit'r for internally

oriented. children. The data would suggest that children

with the highest sense of personal control did, in factt

funetlon better in the Competency condition. For example'

they performed significantly better than their counterparts

in the Âffect eondition, but only on the generalization

task. They also performed better than their counterparts

!n the Cholce condition on both the experimental and

generallzatlon tasks.

The data from the Taslr group put 6ome linits on any

definlte concluslons regarding a'statement-person" fit'

i rr.'::- : ì
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The correlations in the Task group, while not signlfieantly
different from zero, are high enough to preclude signlficant
differences between this group and the Competeney group.

The Task group demonstrated the least persistent behaviour,
'.: :-.:::yet the eorrelations between IAR and persístence were .:,::,,.:.:,,:

fairly positive. Nonetheless, since the correlations in
the Choice, Affect, and Attention-control groups were low, 

,

it eannot be rnaintained that internally oriented children 
i,,:,,,,i.,

w111 persist under any set of conditions. The findings ':':: :'.

a',,,,,t,_r.;;

regard.ing the Task group are somewhat of an enigma¡ they r::":"':;

bear replication to determine if they are representative

of the true picture or spurious.

Fina1Iy,hypothesis4suggestedthatchoiceof
statement in the self-select group would. be a function of

IAR. The data do not provide statistical support. fof- this

hypothesis¡ although the means are in the predicted'

d.lrection" Possibty with a larger sample size the hypothesis

would be supported. If this were truer support would be 
,..!,:,.,..,,,

provided for hypothesls I regarding the usefulness of ,,',,,,,
:,,t.'-r:.,:.,.

competency statenents with internally oriented children. ,,i.':':,,r

Relationshig of Present Re-su1ts tg Psvcholoeical Theorv

The present study was one of several that have con-

trasted different self-instructional statements in a single

experiment, Unllke other studies, the experimental 
r

situation was a persistenee task involving lnstrumental

behaviour, and the statements were all thought to be 
i

positlve in nature. '

i
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In general, Competency and Affect statements tended to

be somewhat superior to Task statements and Self-selected

statements ¡ although not superlor to the Attention-control

group. What the former statements might have in common is

a self-evaluative component. Perhaps, training aimed at :

self-evaluation vras relatively more effeetive than training

aimed at task evaluation. This suggestion would be

consistent with findings of Kanfer et al. (L9?6) and Mischel

and patterson (tg?6), The latter study did not provlde a

dlrect comparison of self versus task-evaluative statements,

but it did demonstrate that task facilitating plans 'fere

reletively lneffective in a resistanee-to-temptation

situation. Hartig and Kanfer (Lg73) found that self-

evaluative statements (e.g., "I will be good"r o¡. "I will

be bad") tended to be more effective than task-releva,nt,

or task-irrelevant statements ln a del-ay of gratification

situation"
The relatlvely stronger showing of the competency

group ean be explained in terms of Several theories' The

phenomena eneompassed. by the construet of eompetency has

been the subject of interest to various researchers. lurning

again to the work of Bandura (tg??), he theorized that i

psychologicaL proeeduresr whatever their form, alter the

Ievel- and Etrength of self-effieacy. Some emplrical data

have supported the hypothesized relationshlp between

perceived self-effieacy and behavioural ehange (Bandura,
i

Lg??r Bandura, Adams, and Bèyer, Lg??)' Bandura Q9?7) '
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suggested four possible sources of information that affect

self-efficacy. These included performance accomplishments,

vicarious experience' verbal persuaglon' and physiological

states (emotional arousal) ' Various modes of induction

are listed whieh might contribute to eaeh source of

infornation about efficacy expectations. For example'

participant modelling, performance desentization, performance

exposure, and. self-instrueted performanee are treatments

that contrlbute to lnforrnation about performance accomplish-

ments. Four modes of induction are listed as contributing

to verbal persuasi-on. These lnclude ¡ suggestion,

exhortatS-on, self-instructiono and interpretive treatments'

Thus, enhancement of perceived. self-efficacy can be

brought about by several means, including self-lnstructj-on.

Children who repeated. Competency statements in the present

study may have felt an increased sense of personal efflcacy

or personal power. The influence of their verbal- statenents

may have enhanced self-efficacY'

The construct of competency is the key to white's (L959)

explanation of exploratory and manipulative behaviour !n

humans. White OgSg) postulated an "effectance motive"

which is thought to be an lntrinsic drive to act effectively

on the environment. In Whiters view, competence is

prlmarily a biological concept, and inherently self-initlated.

Unlike other drive theories, Whiters effectance notlve is

thought to be aroused by novel stimulation, not by tissue

deftcits. It is substained when initial exploratory

i ìj: :
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behaviours produce new elements of novelty in the

envlronment"

Whiters general urge towarde competence ls a

radically different perspective from social learning 
;.::..;:

theory. the two perspectives differ with respect to the " I

origlns of effieacy and with respeet to the manner in

which efficacy affects behaviour. Bandura (L9?7) also 
i;: ,,

argues that the proposed social learning determinants of .,,.,.,.,t,

self-efficacy are measurable and can be tested empirically¡ ., .:.:l

whereas, "A slowly developing motive, however, does not r'irl'':.i'

easily Lend ttself to being tested. experimental-Iy" (p. 204).

The purpose of the present paper is not to judge or 
i

j

critique the two theories of efficaey. However, both I

theories are eontributing to the ascendency of the construct 
ì

of competency in contemporary psychological thought.-. The 
,

Vermont Conference on Primary Prevention of Psychopathology

focused its third conference in June, L977 on the

examination of competence and coping skills in childrenr 
,,..,.,,,,

and decided to devote a later conferenee to research on 
'1t.,.
,:i .r.-

these issues through the rest of the l-ife span (Kent and ':::::'

Rolf, L9?9),

An important question regarding the role of affect or

affective statements in self-instruction trainlng remalns i¡:,,,i:':

unan6wered, 0n a broader Levelr grappling with thls issue

might also contribute to an understanding of the development

of conpetence.

The relatively strong perforÍ¡ance of the Âffect group 
, ,i,t.,
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in the present study could be a function of affect

inducti-ono but it would also be related to the self-

evaluative component suggested above. Regarding these two

possible explanations, the performance of the "giggling

children" in the Attention-control group provides a clue

that affeet induction may have been part of the process

affecting behaviour in both the Attention-control group

and the Àffect group.

If affect induction is a viable means of pronoting

persistent behaviour, the process could take effect

through two different mechanisms. 0n the one hand'

behavlour could. be influenced directly by positive feelings'

This idea would appear to be consistent wlth the view taken

by Masters and Santrock Qg?6) that cognitive stimuli exert

their influence through ind.uction of affective siates. 0n

the other hand, affect induction mig.ht be construed as a

mode of induetion affecting emotional arousal, The reader

wtll recall that emotional arousal is one of the four

sources of informatlon for altering efficacy expectatlons

in Bandurars (Lg??) model of self-efficaey. Perhaps future

research on the eoneept of self-efficacy ean contribute

to understanding the mode of operation of affective

statenents on behaviour. Repllcating the present study,

for exanrple, but adding or refining empiricaL meaeures of

self-effieacy, might provlde useful data on the role of

affect in self-instruction and behaviour change.

Certaín1y, additional work needs to be done to

l

l.::
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delineate underlying change mechanisms in any model of

self-instructional training. Perhaps the failure to find

changes in cognitive variables in this stud.y was due not

only to inadequate measurement techniques, but also to

an over-emphasis on measuring one specific outcome

expectation, (and certain task-related variables), rather

than on measuring perceived self-efficacy. To determine

expectancy for success, the question posed to children

was: ". e . If you were earning points for doing these

problems, how many points do you think you would earn?

You can choose from one to ten points . . . . " In retrospeCt

the question appears to emphasize a specific outcome' and

an hypothetical one at that, since children were not

actually scored on their performance. Rephrasing the

question to emphasize¡ "How well can you do these?";

"How capable are you at arithmetic (or at schoolwork)?"

might be a better way to assess subjects' convictions

about how successfully they feel they can execute a task.

Thus, refining the measures used in this particular study

to emphasize personal competencyr and also to obtain a

greater initial spread in cognitive and affective variables

might tease out undertying change mechanisms. Inclusion

of behavioural measures might also prove useful for future

research.

rn summary, the r.esults of the present study can be

related to a growing body of research and theory on the

construct of competency and the role of competency in

jt:::i ì: ...:
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promoting behaviour change. The results would appear to

lend some support to lines of research investigating

self-instructional trainS-ng proeedures, but either beeause

of theoretical or measurement difficulties they do not

provide evidence for underl-ying change mechanisms' the

results would appear to have implications for practitioners

in the fietd of Clinical Psychology' and for educators.

fndeed, âs empirical data provide increasing support

for the role of cognitions in behaviour change, cognitive-

behaviour modification procedures are becoming increasingly

acceptable therapeutic techniques. Data supporting the

construct of personal competency argues for exploring

specific self-statements that may reflect clientrs self-

attitudes¡ and argues for modifying these self-attitudes

through relevant cognitive-behaviour modification prpcedures.

Agrowingemphasisontheroleofcognitionsintherapyis
consistent with id.eas behind Ellis' (Lg62) rational-emotive

i,

therapy. The principal thesis of rational-emotive therapy

is that emotional reactlons are attributable to internal :

sentences that people say to themselves. lhus, cognitlve

interpretations of behaviour, activities, and circumstances

can cause enotional turmoil and affect behaviour.

Regarding the role of self-statements, however,

interesting questions have recently been raised (KendalL

and. Korgeski , Ig?g), As these authors assert, crueial to

the d.evelopment of Cognition-Behaviour Modification Therapy

is aceurate and adequate assessment of cognitionsr and '
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confirmation that treatment procedures actually alter them.

Both Schwartz and Gottman (L976) an¿ Kendall, Williams,

Pechacek, Graham, Shisslak, and Herzoff (L979) have provided

empirical evidence discriminating posítive and negative

self-statements in various treatment groups. In a study

analysing components of assertive behaviouro Schwartz and

Gottman (lgZ6) used a 34 item questionnaire to deternine

how frequently positive or negative self-statements

characterized subjeets0 thinking during assertive situations.

Moderate and high-assertive subjeets had signiflcantly more

positive than negative self-statements¡ whereas, low assertive

subJects did not dïffer in their positive and negative

self-statements. schwatrtz and Gottman (L9?6) described

low assertive subjects as suffering "an 'internal dialogue

of confLictg in which positive and. negative self-statements

eornpete against each other" (p. 9L9),

As part of a study to investigate coping methods for

cardiac patients undergoing catheterization procedures,

Kendall et aI. Qg7Ð investigated positive and negative

self-statements of these patlents through the use of lhe

Self-Statements Inventory (SSI)" They determined that

higher negative scores on this inventory were related to

poorer adjustment to catheterizationl whereas, positive

scores showed. no relationship with ratings of adjustment.

rt is interesting thå't in both the schwartz and Gottman

(19?6) and Kendalt et aI. O9?9) studies, negative self-

dialogUe was a better predictor of criterion behaviour

It
â



than positive self-dialogue.

The study of catheterization patients raised some

interesting questions about the self-instructional method.

A comparison of cognitive-behavioural and patient-education

treatments demonstrated. that both interventions positivelf

affected patients' adjustnent to the medical proeedure, and

that the former was superior to the latter. Howevert

patients who responded favourably to the eognitive inter-
vention did not demonstrate a greater number of positive

self-statements than patients in the patient-education

group. Thus, although cognitive-behavioural treatment was

effeetive in this situation, there was no confirmation that

changes Ìvere d.ue to an increase in positive self-statements.

It is not clear, however, whether slgnifieant differences

existed in the number of negative self-statements mad.e by

the two treatment groups. This would appear to be an

important point. In reviewing literature on the assessment

of cognitions Kendall and Korgeski (Lg?g) concluded. "the

results of cognitive assessment suggest that while the

presence of positive cognition may not help the person to

cope, an absence of negatlve statements appears related to

positive adjustment" (P. 15) '
Ât issue aLso is whether positive and. negative self-

statements and their relationship to behaviour varies

across sltuations. Cognitive-behaviour modification for

catheterization patients was eonceptualized as a brief crisis

intervention technique (KendalL and Korgeski, L979), In

r01 Å
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other treatment situations (e.g., persistenceo delay-of

gratification, resistance-to-temptation), positive self-
statements reflecting certain dimensions such as competency

or affect may be nelated to criterion behaviour.

Self-statement inventories may prove to be useful

tools for investigating underlying change mechanisms in

self-instructional training. However, in addition to

assessing positive and negative cognitions, researchers

should. address content dimensions of these cognitions and

situational variables. For example, Schwartz and Gottman

(lgZ6) gave the following examples of positive self-
statements used in their inventory:

I was thinking that it doesnrt
matter what the person thinks of me;
I was thinking that I am 'perfectly free
to say no; I was thinking that this
request is an unreasonable one (p. 9L3),

Some of these statements reflect upon the situation; others

reflect upon the individualns belief system.

An equalty challenging task would be to apply assessment

of cognitions methodology to children. The current study

was conducted in an ed.ucational setting, and examined

persistence on academic tasks, The statisticat results

of this study and. the theory to which they are related

provide some information for educators to consider. Along

with teaching requisite skills, educators are' to some 
,

extent, concerned with promoting feelings of self-efficacy.

These two aspects of competency undoubtedly interact. 0n

a f ormal IeveI, prograrns aimed. at preventing psychopathology il., o-,¡ i;.:rr:'::::r:j':

i,-.'..,-:.- r:
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and "drop-outs" in the edueational system could focus on

the promotion of competency' and requisite skills, bY usi-ng'

among other procedures, self-instructional training

techniques. Malamuth (L9?9) has recently demonstrated that

a,,self-management" program similar to Meichenbaum and

Goodmanrs (lgzl) self-instructional procedure was a viable

form of intervention for enhancing achievement behaviour

of low-aehieving but normal ability students. Future

research could investigate application of self-instructional

techniques to groups of children in the classroom with

assessment of coping and maladaptive eognitions as an

essential part of the research. Teaching children how to

become arvare, and. how to understand their self-communications

would be a challenging, but potentially useful task

certainly, on a simpler l-evel, teachers can be aware--of

studentsr self-statements¡ learn to ignore se1-f-depracatory

remarks¡ and learn to reinforce positive self-statements

airned at promoting feelings of personal competency.

In general, for these suggested goals to be accomplished

in the fields of clinieal and educational psychol-ogyo

on-going research is needed to j-ncrease our understanding

of the role of cognitions in affecting behavíour and

behaviour change. F\rture research rnust contlnue to address

relevant components of self-instnretional- training¡ how they

relate to behaviour change¡ and vrhether they are part of a

process aimed at enhancing general competency'
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WINNIPEG, CANADA
R3T 2N2

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

Ðear Parents:

I am a gradr.rate student in Psychology at the University of
l,'ianitoba ancl arn presentIy finishing the requirements for my doctoral
de.gree. I,¡Iv major area of interest is child Psychology. l{y
supervisor is Úr. ,fames S. lliclcels, Professor of Psychology at the
University of l,lanitoba.

In order to gain more information about children's development,
it is necessary fiom tirne to time to ca.rl"y out investigations
concerning childrens' behaviour. These investigations are of many
types. Fór example, sorne rnay examine learning processes in the
ctlifA a.nd some mãy examine his social behaviour. With each
investigation r,¡e iearn a Iîttle more kno',vledge concerning experiences
lvhich are most beneficial to the child.

The purpose of this letter is both to inform you that such
investigaiioñs do take place and to ask your permission to allow
your cirlt¿ to participate in a project which will be held during
tfre next few weeks. The project has the approval of both the
school principal and the gtfiical Review Cornmittee of the Department
of Psychology.

In this pro ject I ¿ln exarnining ways to.hetp children motivate
themselves to-v¡oËlc on school-related taslcs (i. e. , spelling or
arithmetic). I am particularly interested in determini!8 horv long
chitclren will try tô solve problems when they are reminding
themselves of key informatiõn. For example, the children might
remind themselves that "f am doing good work" or "Thi-s is important"
or',I arn doin,g my best", Therefoie, I hope thatthis research vrill
d.etermine v¡haï kinds of self-reminders children can use to encourage
thelnselves ancì. promote persistent ivorlç habits'

One wee¡ prior to participating in the investigation, children
rn¡ill be asked io complete a cluestionnaire which asks for their
reactions about diffãrent school-related situations. fn the
inlestigation children will be asked to work on a set of spelling
ãnA ariihmetic problems and to repeat a. specific reminder. They
*iif also Èe askecÌ to tell rne horv rn/e1l they think they are doing
and what they think abou-t the trlroblems (e.g., how hard or easy they

, , ,2
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are, horv much they lilçe'to do them)" The problems are chosen so
that most cþildren lvj-ll fiird them reaclily workable. The total
time invol-ved, including instructions, practice with the procedure
and the v¡orJcing on the problems will be from þO minutes to one
hour. At the ãnd of the session, I rvill ask each chilC- if he or
she has any questions about tñe project on his/her participation
in it. "

I hope it l¡il} be possible for your child. to help me in my

research. You can indicate your agreement by completing the
permission slip below and return it to me. I will send you a
surnmary of the results v¿hen ihe study is completed.

If you have any questions or lvould like any ad.d.itional 
,

information please ieef free to contact me or my supervisor a,*

the numbers listed belol.
Linda J. Trigg, M.A.
+?4-8258

James B. l{ickels, Ph.D.
Professor of PsychologY
t+?4-91+89

¡,-; '.,::
L ì,.; :.:,:Name of child

I givé consent
undertaken by

for my child to participate in the project
linda Trigg.

Signature of Parent

::.::r.::'-:
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Subieet Selection and Control Conditions

Six subjects \¡/ere eliminated from the study. 0ne subject

was eliminated because he would not verbalize; the other five

subjects were eliminated because of unexpected interruptions

during testing. Thus, three subjects were eliminated from

the affect condition; two subjects were eliminated from the

task condition and one was eliminated from the attention-

control condition. Table A contains the final number of

subjects included in each treatment group considered in the

major analyses. Table A also indicates the number of third

and fourth grade boys and girls in each group. Table B

contains the mean scores of each group for the Internal

Orientation and Ability Measures.

It was originally intended that two control groups would

be used in the study. In addition to the "attention-control"

group, a ,,performance-Onlyr0 condition was run. This group

was, in fact, split into two sub-groups. Sub-group A

controlled for the reinforcing na.ture of the task and the

effects of performance (without self-instruction) on expectaney

for Suceess, appraisal of the task, and. affect. Chil-dren

assigned to sub-group A did not rehearse statements or repeat

a self-instructional staternent while working on the problems.

Each child. was simply given instructions tO work on the

problems. Inforrnation was collected from each child about
'

expectaney for suecess, appraisal of the task, and' affect, To

equate for time spent in the experirnental situation, children

in this control condition were read a short story for the

i::"1:
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Table .4.

total number of subjects in each ireatmentSex, grade o a.ncl.

group.

Competency Group

Affect Group

Task Group

Choice Group

Control Group

Ihird
Grade
Gi.rls

4

ItY

5

l¡

o

Third
Grade

tsoys

5

1

4

+

3

Fourth
GraCe
Girls

5

4

o

o

Fourth
Grad e
Boys

6

5

7

6

T otal
20

L7

Lg

2L

21

;
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each treat¡nent

0rientation

¡3roup

Table B

(ren) and Ability Seores for

:,.!::.:

i l':,: :

.ITIAR

24,40

23. 59

23,32

24, 05

zt+,Lo

¡.brli!¿
L,75

r.8g

2. 05

¿, )¿

l. g0

Com,oetency GrouP

Affect GrouP

Task GrouP

Choice GrouP

Control Group

Internal Achievement Responsibility Questionnaire
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average tength of time that it took children in the

experimental conditions to rehearse their self-statements

(see Appendix C for instructions). Following the storyt

Likert Scale Data were collectedn and. children were given

the instructions with regard to working on the problems

(see Appendix C)'

Sub-group B controlled for the reactive effects of

testing expectancy for suceess, appraisal of the task, and

affect on performance. Children in this group followed a

procedure simllar to that of children in sub-group At

i"€., they did not rehearse statements or repeat one whíle

working on the problems. However, information about

expectancy for success, appraisal of task, and affect was

collected from each child following completion of the

problems, but not following the story. Preliminary data

analyses deternined diffieulties with the data from the

"performance-onlyrr control group.

Initially, a repeated measures multivariate analysis

of variance was eomputed to examine the overall perfornance
,

of all the treatment groups in the study. The between-

groups portion of the analysis allowed examination of the

performance of eaeh group summed aeross the experj-mental

and generalízation occasions. The within-groups portion

allowed examination of any differential ehanges for the

::ì :: .::
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gfoups from one task to the other. The dependent variables

werer (f) total time spent working, (2) total time on-task,

(3) number of problems attempted., (¿+) number of problems

correet.

The analysis determined significant differences

between the groups on this set of variables, F(21+r395) =

L,6g¡ p 1,O? (see Table C)" An inspection of the means

revealed that sub-group B worked longer and did rnore

problems than any other group¡ vrhereas, sub-gfoup A ranked

fifth on both these variables (see Table D) ' Unexpectedly'

5 of the I0 subjects in sub-group B worked the maximum

amount of time permissible on the experirnental task' an

unusually high percentage in comparison with the other

groups. the group neans also suggested that while these

subjeetsworkedat1engthduringtheexperimentaltagk
their performance dropped sharply on the generalization

task (see lable B). Therefore, it was apparent that the

behaviour of the subjects in the two sub-groups of the

,operformance-only" control gfoup was quite different.

Consequently, it seemed. methodologically inadvisable to

treat these two sub-groups aS one homogeneous control gfoup"

Inasmuch as the procedure for subjects in sub-group B

was also somewhat different from the other g1'oups, it was

decided to eliminate this group from the analyses in this

study" This d.eciéion required reconsideration of the choice

of an appropriate control group for the stud'y"

The ten subjects in sub-gtroup A were randomly l
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Table C

Sumrnary of The ììepeatecl l,'leasures i,,tultivariate Analysis of

Variance for Group Differences in Persistence Variables

S ourc e

Between-qroups

Rao's rnultivariate

Univariate F tests
Time worked
Time on-task
Problems attempted
Problems correct
Vlithin-ryoups

Rao's multivariate

Univariate F tests
Time worked-
Time on-task
Problems attempted.
Problems correct

F test ?4,395

6,tt6
6,tt6
6,Lt6
6,tt6

F test 24,395

6,1_t6
6,tt6
6,tt6
6,LL6

df pF

L.69

4.4L
4, Lp6

4, 13
3.9,5

2,L3

L.67
L, 87
6,1+9
6.24

.v¿

. 0oo5

.0005

.0009

. o0t6

, o02

,L3
,09
.0001
.0001
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Table D

ilean Scores for tset',veen Groups Analysis and ,'fithin Groups

Analysis

Total Total Problems Problems
t irne on-task AttemPted Correct
lvorked t ime

Between Gror¿ps ilt sec. in sec.

Competency group L3?L,6L V36;45 rcs,60 94.30
Affect Grôup 1211. oo LL65,3o 6\,9.5 5?-,35
Task Group 

- q 36.21t' 32L,29 53,6.? 46, r7
choice Gróup gia.o5 905,9L 6J.6? 52,67
Performanc e- only- -suu-Croup A 9t+2,82 gzg.55 6",,55 58,64
Performanc e- only

sub-Group B 2or9.60 Lg36.7o L5L'20 L36 '+o
Attention-control

aroup LOZ}.9L rc69.5 73,55 64,26

\'lithin_ Grourrs

Competency group -Tg7,2o -Lg6 "75 -9.10 -7,29
Àirðct cräup -208.70 -LgL,5 -L2,55 -6,r5
Task Group Lzg.95 -Ll-9,95 -2,7L -2.L!
Choice Grõup -?6,8\ -66"36 4,09 6. oo
Performanc e- only

Sub-Group A ' , -55 , Oo -48 . OO Lz , ?B Lz ,I+6
Performanc e- onlv

Sub-Group B " 
-t+4? ,zo -446,50 -69,20 -65,40

Attenti on-c ontrol
group , -Lg? , 09 -Lgt+, 32 -6 " 

gL -l+, 59 
i

,::l ::. :
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distributed according to gfade and sext but not aecording

to the order in which they worked mathernatics or spelling

problems. Although there were an equal number of subjects

who worked mathematics for the experimental task, spelling

for the generalization task' and vice-versa across the

entire "performance-only" group, the maiority of subjects

who worked mathenatics first, spelling second, were in

sub-group A and the majority who worked spelling first'

math second, were in sub-group B. 1o analyse differences

in number of problems worked using sub-group A as the
i

control group for the study would have entailed. a meanlng-

less comparison. The math problems took longer to work

than the spelling problems' Roughly speaking, the average

child could do 2 spelling problems for each rnath problem.

Al-1 the other gfoups had an equal number of children.Yrho

worked one order first or the other" '

For neaningful comparisons, the "attention-eontrof i

I

gfoup was selected as the control group for the study and

the ',performance-only" gfoup was eliminated. Masters

and Santrock f1g?6) made use of a similar eontrol group in

their study <lf self-instructionl thereforer some eomparison

can be made wlth previous research.

As a supplenentary analyses, comparison of sub-group A

and sub-gfoup Brs scores on the cognitive and affective

variables might be useful. To briefly review the data

collection proceduren sub-gfoup .â. received pre and. post

testing on these variablest whereas sub-group B received i,,r!:':ì'

ì:a.:,
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only the post-test. A multivariate analysis of covariance

contrasted sub-group A and sub-group B on six post-test

measures with two eovariates. The Six dependent measures

included, (t) expectancy for success (2) perceived ease

of task (3) perceived difficulty level of task (4) perceived ,: ',',",',,

likeability of task (5) the number of problems subjects felt

they wanted to do (6) subjectrs rating of their affective

state. The covariates were Internal 0rientation. and Ability. '''" ;" '
,: ,-,::t1::r¡: ,

The anaLysis produced no significant results for this 
i,,:.,:,,.,,:i

set of d,ependent variables, F(6r12) = ,650, P 1,690' The '::''r¡: :':'::1

association between the dependent variables was also

statistically insignifieant¡ although, the totaL percentage

of variation.in dependent variables was L3,gW. the step-

wise reg?ession analysing the contribution of each predietor

variable alone ind.icated that neither of them accounted for

a significant proportion of the vari-ance when the set of
i

dependent variables was consideredÌ. i
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Instructions for Subjects

with regard to self-instnrctional training, children

in the competencyr affect, and task groups were told:

In this box there is a stack of papers
and each paper has a problem on it like these
(sample pioÈterns were shown to child) . rr d
lilce-you to do some of these for me but there
is something else I'd like you to do while
you're storking. Every now and ?gai+ Ï¡hgII.
iou're worlcing you'll hear a bell like this
isample playeã ôn tape recorder), vfhen you
hear the bell I want You to saY

VOU SaV .

\¡{ith regard to self-instructional training' children

in the self-selection group were told¡

I want you to say it out loud and with
expression. It may seem a little funny to
say it aloud but ltd like,you to try.- You
cañ whisper it if you w4nt. Tell me how

t;;'¿ iii." to say it. . (cnir¿ says statement).
Again. (child repeats). when you say.it I
wãnt you to think about it really think
about it. Now ltll show you exactly what
to do. (Experimenter modelled working.and
self-instruõting tne sound of the bell).
Now you praetiee. (Child practice9):-
Good. So, each time you hear the bell-t

In this box there is a stack of papers and
eaeh paper has a problem on it like these
(Àampie-problens were shown to chll-d). If d
iik"^you to do some of these for me but there
is soinethtng eLse ltd Like you to do while
yourre worklng, Every now and agail when
iou'"" workin! you'l-l-hear a bell like thts
isàmpre pl-ayeã ón tape recorder) ' When you
hear*the Ue1l I want you to say one of these
Jeli*tt""s. Letts reaâ them together. Whieh
ãñe wourd you-Like to say. (cñir¿ chooses).
I want you- to say i-t out loud and with
ãxpiession. It l¡ay s99m a little funny- to
say it aloud. but I¡d like you to try.- You
caír whisper it if you w4nt. Tell ne how
;;"'å -iii.e 

to 
-sãy it. (cnir¿ says statement) 'i,eaitt" (cnira rópeats). -.l{hen y9u say.it r

üñt you'to think about it - really think
àUout" it. Now Itll show you exactly what

1..ì:,r:::
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to do. (Experimenter modelled working and
sel-f-instrueting the sound of the bell).
Now you practice. (child practices).
Good, So, each time you hear the be1l,
you say _r

With regard to working on the f irst set of probJ-ems,

chíldren in all experimental and control groups were told:
Ie d like you to work some of these h.oyr.
Start with the first problem and do them
in order. Take one out at a tirne, work it,
ancl put it in the empty box. It is
important to d,o them one at a time. Dontt
take out bunches. Donrt skip any, If one
is too hard put it in the box. I donrt expect
anyone to work then all. I r¡ant you to work
hard but I want you to stop when you think
yourve done enough. You can stop anytime
you like. When you decide that youtve done
enough I want Jrou to ring the buzzer on
the ehair behind you. (Experimenter rang,
then child practiced)" f'11 be in the next
room whiLe youtre working, and f el,l, hear the
buzzer and come back into this room. You
can start as soon as I leave the roon.
t{hen youtre done with this, $têrre going to do
something else c --

lfith regard to working on the second set of problem's'

children in atl experimental- and eontrol groups were told¡

Ird like you to work sone of these
for me. 3.gain, do one at a time. You
decíde when yourve worked enough and ring
the buzzer. You will not hear the beLl
this time

rl{ith regard. to ehildren in the perforÍEnee-only

condition, in plaee of self-instructional trainíng, they

were toldr

In this box there ls a stack of papers
and each paper has a problem on it l-ike
these. (Sample problerns shown)' Ird llke
you to do some of these for me but lrm
goíng to read you a story first.

rt :': :':,":J

i:.t , .,
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Signalling .{PParatus

The apparatus t/ras a Cousino SR-?3þ S¡mcro-Repeater

with a two-track tape, One track vfas an audio traclc¡ the

other track had a trip-tone which a) turned the machine offn

and b) tripped a switeh to turn on a light in front of the

machine. The trip-tone rrvas recorded on the tape at variable

intervals ranging from 6o to 90 seconds. The light

slgnalled the experimenter that the rnachine had been turned

off,
Hhen the machine stopped., the experÍ.nenter observed

until the subject was between problems. .å.t this point the
r -r ¿!^- 

---L:-^ --l ^ 'l^a11 ¡a¡arlr êxperinenter re-activated the machine and a beII recorded

on the audio-track sounded lmmediately. fhe bell was the

signal for subjects to repeat their respectÍ-ve stâtements.

The trip-tone apparatus, therefore, al-lowed. "o**
control over the timing of the signal so that subjects

would not be interrrrpted in the middle of a problem'

Having to interrupt oners concentration to repeat a

statement night be so averslve that it would defeat the

motivational purpose of self-instructíonal training'

A smaLl piece of aluminum foil- was t/rrapped around

one place on the tape' Thie place on the continuous tape

was used as the startlng point for all subjects. '

L29
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LIST I

f feel fi ne

f feel goocl

f am cloing well

?his is irnportant

This is-bei:rifíc

f ani workin.q Ìrard

This is 0.1i.

I am doin," t'1y 'best

This is hard

I like cloine this

!his is interes'bing

This is easy

f feel terrific

f feel happy

I arn doing good rvork

Thi-s is lcind of hard but fuir

T feel excited

I feel sreat

'1'hrs 1s SjreaI

This is kind of hard but f can do it

This is exciting

I can do this

I am trying

This is something I can do

This is fun

I am doing real gooci

I am doine real well

ra.,---.:::
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LISI 2

This is lrrn

I am trying

f can do this

This is e;<citing

f feel great

This is great

I f eel exc iteci

I am cloinq qoocl worlt

I feel happy

I feel terrific

Thj s is eas)/

This is interestin,q

I like tloinq this

This is hard

I am doing my best

This is 0.]i.
i

f am workine hard

This is terrific

This is important

I am doing weII

I feel qoorl

I am cioing real good

I am doing real rvell
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LrsT l
I feel happy

f am doing good rvork

This is kind of hard but fun

I feel excited

This is great

I feel great

This is ltinci of harcl but I can do it

'lhls rs exclÏrng

I can clo this

I am tryin,q

This is sonrethin.q Ï can cio

This is fun

I am doinp; real qood

I feel fi-ne

f feel good

I am doing rvell

îhis is irnportant

This is terrific

I am working hard

This is 0.K.

I am rioj-ng mY best

This is hard

I like cloin,q this

This is interestine

This i.s easy

I feel terrific

I am doing real well
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r,l:;t 4

I reel. terri lic

This is easy

This is interesting

I l.ike cloing this

This is harcl.

I arn rioinq rn¡¡ l:est

This is 0 .li.

f am worki ng hard

This is terrific

This is important

T am rloing lvell

I feel goocì

I feel fine

I am doin,g real well

This is fun

This is something I can do

I am trying

I ca.n do this

fhis is exciting

This is ki-nd of hard but I can do it

I feel qreat

This is great 'f:¡':i';È¡L::
itÌ,iiÈl

I feel excited

This is kind of hard but fun

I am doine good work l

I feel happy : *.iæ
i:i:it::ì::i. :.::

I am doing real good ; l '' '
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f rLstructlons f or Raters

I am i¡rteresteci in cletermininq hol yorr rvould rate

children's definitions of a set of statements according to

three d.ifferent cate,qories. Individual children were read

the list of statements one at a time and tvere asked "\rt/hat

does that statement r,qean to you?" The def inition provided

by the children were typed on the enclosed index cards.

Woukl you rate each ciefinition a-ccording to the degree 'to

r,vhich it refers to:

(1) A child's personal competency or sense of mastery.

(2) A child's affecti-ve state.

(l) A taslc a child performs'

tl¡ould you make your ratinrls of each category according

to the followinq 5 point scale

5 - Clearly reflects the category r:,

l+ 
:.,,'

3 - t{ay or may not ref lect the category ,L ''i'
i,i,::t':ll
:!..:..:j 

I :;ì:::::2

I - Does not reflect the categorY

Please make your ratings on the attached. sheet" Please
,

circle one number on eaeh of the four 5 point scales.
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Ììatinq Sheet

r2345
123+5
12J45
r2345
I23t+5
12345
123+5
123t+5
r23+5
12?b

123t+5
12345
1231+5
1?345
123It'5
12345
12345
123+5
r2345
12345
12345
12345
r2345
L2345

AÏ Ï ECT
L-T-TT 5

r2345
12345
r2345
12345
12345
12345
12)45
12345
123t+5
1?-3¿r.

tzJtç5
r2345
12J1+5
r23+5
r2345
123t+5
12345
r2345
123+5
r?345
12J45
r2345
12345
12345

r2345
r2)45
l23tq5
L2345
r23+5
L23+5
12345
L2)45
r2J45
t23t+5
L2345
L23+5
1?3t+5
123t¡5
123+5
L2345
123t+5
L2345
I2)I+5
12'345
123Iv5
r2345
L23t+5
L23+5

Degree
os it ivitv

L2345
L23+5
12345
123t+5
L23+5
L2345
L23t+5
r2345
12345
L2345
r2345
123+5
L23+5
L23+5
r23+5
r23+5
L23Lt,5
L23L+5
L2345
1231+5
L23+5
123+5
L23t+5
L?3t+5
L23I+5
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Competency Statements ¡

I can do this

I am doing good work

I am doing mY best

Affect Statements:

I feel 'terrific

I feel happy

I feel great

Task Statements:

This is excitinq work

This is important work

This is interesting work

:1 1: 
'.-
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The f ntel-tectlral--Ar:hie',¡ement f esÞonsibility luestionnairev' '':"

1. If a teacher passes you to the next grade, would it
probably be

_a, because s;he liked Yoü, or.

-¡. 

because of the wor'k you did? 
,r,.j,

2, When you clo weII on a test at school, it is more likely ':"'

to be

a, because you str.tdied for it, or
b. because the test was especially easy?

it':.,
l:';r

a. because the teacher didn't explain it clea.rly, or ii

--¡. because you didn't listen carefully?'

4, \trhen you read a story and can't remember much of it,
is it usually

a. because the story wasn't well lvritten or

-¡. 
because you weren't interested in the story?

5, Suppose your parents say you are doing well in school.
Is this likely to haPPen

a. because your school r¡rork is go?q or

-¡. 

because they are in a good mood?

6,Supposeyoudidbetterthanusualinasubjectat
school. \'loulcl it ProbablY haPPen

à., because You tried harderr or

-¡. 

because someone helPed You?

? , \'{hen you lose at a game of cards or che'ckers, does :

it usually haPPen 
l

à. because the other player is good at the gamer or

-.¡. 

because you don't PlaY v¡ell?

B. Suppose a person.doesn't think you are very bright or
clever

-?. 

can you make him change his mind. if you try to, or
b. are there some people who will think you're not

very bright no matter what You do?

-x-Crandallr V.C,, KatkovskV, \{. and Crandal1, V.J. Children's
Belief in Their Own Control of Reinfo""a^u.rt in Intellectual- !''¡.''¡'¡*"

Academic Achievement situations, chitd DeJero'pment L;¿ti")6, iì:i:.i'-

3, \'fhen you have trouble understanding something in
school, it is usuallY

t'-:: -
l:i¡

gL-L09,
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9, If you solve a puzzLe quickly, is it

_a. becAuse it waslltt a very harrl puzzLe, or
b. because you r,vorked on it carefully?

10, Tf a boy or girl tells you that you are dumb, is it
rnore lil<ely tha-b theY saY that

-a. 

because they are mad at Voür or 
:.,,.

-b. 

because rvhat you did really wasn't very bright? :.1

II. ;ìlppose yotr sfudy to become a teacher, scientist, or
cloctor and you ía.il. Do you think this r^rould happen

_a. because you ciidn't lvork hard enough, of _ , :,.,',

--u. becau-se you neecled some help, and other people i':':'-,ì,.,

dicln'i give ii to You? :

L2, \'fhen you learn something q.uickty in school, is it
usually

-a. 

because you paid close attention' or

-u. 

because the teacher explained it clearly?

L3, If a teacher says to you, "Your work is fine", is it

_-40 sonre't,hing teachers usually say to encourage
pupils, or

b. beca.use you did a good job?

14. Vlhen you find it hard to work arithmetic or math
problems at school, is it

--_a. 
because you didn't study well enough before
you tried themr or

-b. 

because the teacher gave problems that lvere
too hard?

L5, \'fhen you f orget something you heard in class, is it

a. because the teacher didn't explain it very
rvelI, or

b" becarrse you clidn't try very hard to remember?

L6, Suppose yotr treren't Sttre about the answer to a question
yoùi tea.õher asked Voü, but you¡ answer turned out to
be right. Is it likelY to haPPen

ã., because she lvasn't as particular as usualr or

-¡. 

because you rgave the bes'b answer you could
thïnk of?



L7, 'l"lhen yorr read a story ancl renernber rrost of it, is it
usua.lJ-y

_a.. because you \yere interested in the stoi:y, or
b. because the story rvas ivell ivritten?

18. If your parents tell yor-r yourre acting silly and not
thinking clearly, is it more likely to be

a. because of sorrrethintg Vou did, or

r43

lifÌF+J,*il.:Ì*

b. because they happen to be feel in¡' cranky?

L9. ',*/hen you cìon't do wel-l on a test aI school, is it

a, because the test \{as especially hard, or- 
-¡. 

beceuse you cl.icLn't siucly -îor it?

20, i'lhen you win a- game of carcls or checkers, does it happen ,,. ¡,

_a. because you play real wellr of
b. because the other person doesnrt play well?

2L If people thiir'le you're brilht or clever, is it

-1, 

beca-trse they happen to lilce Vou, or
b. bec¿ruse you usually act that vray?

22, If a teacher cli.dn't pass you.to the next grade, would
-ït probabl-y be

-a. 

because she "had it in for you"r of
b. because your school work wasn't good enou.gh?

23, Sr,rppose you don'-b clo as well as usual in a su.bject at
school, lilould 'bhis probably happen

à, because you werenrt as careful as usualr of
b. because somebodlr bothered you and kept you

from r,vorking?

24, If a boy or ¿;irl tells you that you are bright, is it
usually

_-a. because you thought up a good idear or_-u. 
becattse they like you? 

i

25, Suppose you became a famous teacherr scíentist or
doctor. Do you think this v¡ould happen

â, 'because other people helped you when you
needed it, or

b. because you worked verY hard?
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26, Suppose you-r parents say yoìr. aren't cloing well in your
school ','¡orlt. Is this tikely to happen more

a, becarrse you.r rn¡ork isn't r¡ery ,3ooci, or

-u. 

l¡ecause 'they are feeling cranky?

2?, Sr-rppose you are shovrin,g a friend horv to piay a game and
he has trouble ivith it. i/ould tha b happen

a, because he wasn't abte to u-nderstand how to
play, or

b. because you coulcln't explain it rvell?

28, \'lhen you fincL it easy to lvork aritÌrmetic or math
problems at school, is it usuallY

-_-4. becar.r.se the teacher gave you especially easy
probl-erns r or

-b. 

because you studied your book well- before you
tried them?

29, When you remember. something you heard in class, is it
usually

a. because you triecl hard to remember, or

-¡. 

because the teacher explained it well?

J0. If you ca.n't worlç a puzzLe, is it more likely to happen

à, because you are not especially good at-working
puzzLes, or

b. 6ecause the instructions weren't written
clea-rly enough?

l:.:_ .::::

JL, If your parents tell you that you are bright or clever'
is ít more 1íketY

--a'. 
because they ar:e feeling good, or

-b. 

becar-rse of êomething You did?

32, Suppose you are explaining how t-o play a game to a- friend and he learns quì-clcly. would that happen more
often

â. because You exPlained it well, or
b. because Lre was able to understand it? 

'

33, suppose yourre not sure about the answer to a qttestion

to be wrong. fs it likelY to haPPen

ã.,becauseshewasmoreparticularthanusuallof

-b: 

because you answered too quickly?

l:r:,r::li;il

t::,:i:i\.;:i
| '.:'.. '::::. .l-:
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3+, If a tea-cher says to you, "Try to do better", would
it be

ã, because this is sornethinq she might say to
Eet pupils to try harder, oT

b. because your work vrasnf t as good as usual?
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not
lilce
tod
more

really
fun

really
Iike to
do more
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Sample Spelli.ng Problems

good
put
school
t imme
sheep

truk
stamp
ears
dinner
pants

baseball
denist
funny
mountain
trick
muther
sprinq
people
king
child
card
pen
game
half
swimm

thought
ai.|-.t

t oun
walk
d irty

house
karrl
st ory
born
earth

winci
tree
owl
opin
cake

sleep
different
CTOSS
f re i.nd
s ick

warm
white
suger
ride
d ear

c off
because
ghost
that
hair

cri e
sand
frv
like
far
page
stamp
sad
birthday
stor

flower
frum
soldier
moon
pay

appel
hockey
head
monster
c ity

Lazy
question
moud
bicyc 1e
star
prety
tun
straw
goes
out

elephant
best
train
holaday
brown

pey
room
short
street
cold

clothes
people -.
thay
animal
mother

Ì r' .

l.fr,.l.ìr
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Sarnple Arithmetic Problems
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1¡¡i-ll
l.ïitl

23
+5L

)45
+543

4o
+3q

3?86
-524

?3
L6

+50
)ô2

+29J

23
3e

+L7

42
I4

+20

19
-9 -24

a5ô
-641

)o
+L3

78
25

+96
6o

+t6
727
+6t

3o
<n

+20

19
-9

6zs
+15 0

I
+8

R862
-L",lllI r )L

364?
-L2L6

.> |.,

+54
14
-6

926
+3


